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The Bilingual Education Instnic .1

Training Materials Project was fun _

1982, by the Office of Bilingual
Minority Language Affairs (OBEMLAi
Department of Education. Over a period ut two-
and-one-half-years, the project demonstrated how
a school district can respond effectively to the
challenge of a new student populationspecifi-
cally, students with limited English proficiency.

The project represented a collaborative effort
between Creative Associates, Inc., a minority-
owned firm specializing in the development of
human resources, and Arlington Public Schools
in Virginia, a small suburban school district facing
a large increase in its limited English proficient
(LEP) student population. A Technical Team that
included teachers of English for Speakers of Other
Languages (ESOL) and curriculum specialists in
the Arlington Schools, Creative Associates' staff,
and representatives from the Alexandria Schools,
George Mason University, and the Georgetown
Bilingual Education Service Center, worked to-
gether to

describe, pilot test, and validate a process
approach to the development of curriculum
and instructional materials;

produce training materials that will be used
by trainers in helping teachers use the process
approach to develop curriculum and instruc-
tional materials; and

prepare a set of instructional materials suit-
able for use with LEP students.

Preface

The project began with a state-of-the art review
4' the literature. Drawn from that research were

these conclusions:

Classroom teachers and all personnel in-
volved in the education of LEP students need
materials that are suitable and adaptable to
teaching limited English speaking students.

Because the language minority population
changes often, educators must constantly adapt
both locally developed and commercial ma-
terials.

Teacher involvement, administrative sup-
port, and teacher training are major factors
contributing to the success of local instruc-
tional materials design.

Locally developed curriculum and instruc-
tional materials rarely are shared widely with
other potential users.

National needs, the priorities of the OBEMLA,
and the findings of the literature study provided
an impetus for the development of several products
des. gned to assist other school districts, particu-
larly rural and small suburban districts, that are
experitoring a sudden influx of LEP students.
Each prodoct reflects the research findings and the
expei;r-iice-based beliefs of Arlington Public
Schools personnel that instructional innovations
cannot be accomplished in a vacuum. Educational
change, to be successful, must be placed in the
total context of program planning and implemen-
tation to assure the creation of a permanent system



to respond e needs of ne.v student populations
or new educational prioritie and concerns.

The products which resulted from this project
arc -rihed below.

A Literature Rev; --v

This document presents a review of the availau...
curriculum materials in the Washington, DC, rr ic
ropolitan area and a search of available curricult-
and teacher training materials at the Bilingual Ed-
ucation Service Center at Georgetown University
and the Bilingual Center at the University of Mary-
land. It includes documented information and an
assessment of the needs and practices of instruc-
tional design at the local level. The document
provides verification of the process approach im-
plemented in the'Arlington Public Schools.

A Process for Meeting the
Instructional Needs of Special Student
Population-.

Addressed I, .Acators in school districts faced
with the need to respond to student populations
not previously served, this document provides a
description of how Arlington Public Schools re-
sponded to the need for change. It outlines the
five stages in the change process and illustrates
these descriptions with events as they took place
in Arlington.

Training Materials

A Classroom Teacher's Handbook for
Building English Proficiency

This practical handbook is addressed to teachers
who work in small school districts and who must
accommodate students with limited English pro-
ficiency in their regular classroom programs. Its
purpose is to help teachers in acquiring the skills
they need to develop effective strategies and to
adapt the curriculum and instructional materials
to meet the needs of this special student popula-
tion.

A Trainer's Guide to Building English
Proficiency

Part One of this book, addressed to school ad-
ministrators, examines the decisions and tasks re-
quired at each stage in the process of change. Part
Two, addressed to those who support teachers,
provides strategies to assist teachers in adapting
instruction and mdtrrials for LEP students. Part
Two must be used ir ;ction with the Hand-

A Resource Book for Building English
Proficiency

Designed as a supplement to the Handbook and
Trainer's Guide, this book includes articles, an-
notated references, and resodrces for those who
wish to explore topics more extensively. It offers
both theoretical discussions and practical advice
on who to call and where to look for assistance.
It provides the research and a theoretical basis for
informatior idbook and the Trainer's
Guide.

Instructional Materials

Beginning Social Studies for Secondary
Students: Building English Proficiency

This set of instructional materials, designed for
students with very limited English proficiency,
includes a Reader, a Student Workbook, and a
Teacher's Manual. The Reader is a collection
of illustrated reading selections that reinforce read-
ing skills through social studies content. The Stu-
dent Workbook includes pre- and post-reading
activities to help reinforce reading and study skills
using concepts introduced in the Reader. The
Teacher's Manual includes general teaching
strategies that take the teacher step-by-step through
the presentation of lessons. Instructions include
objectives for each lesson, appropriate teaching
strategies, and answers to the exercises. The
Teacher's Manual also contains pre- and post-
tests for each unit with answer keys and scoring
instructions.
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Introduction

The Resource Book is a collection of articles,
annotated references, and resource lists to sup-
plement the information in the Handbook and the
Trainer's Guide. The book can also be used in-
dependently as a guide to resources for educators
who work with or plan programs for limited Eng-
lish proficient students.

The Resource Book has two parts. Part One,
Decision Making for Building English Profi-
ciency, presents resources of particular interest to
administrators who seek more comprehensive in-
formation as they consider the decisions at each
stage in the process of adapting programs for a
new school population. Part Two, Classroom
Practices for Building English Proficiency, ad-
dresses the interests of the classroom teacher. It
covers topics, such as how to assess and teach

LEP students, how to set up a resource center,
and where to find materials for LEP students.

A brief statement introduces each topic area in
the Resource Book. Throughout the book, feature
articles about the various topics have been repro-
duced. Recognizing that you have limited time to
obtain and review resources, we have included
articles that are practical, informative, and rele-
vant. In each section, bibliographic entries provide
a review of the material on the topic and infor-
mation about where you can obtain the different
resources. The book concludes with a list of pub-
lishers and distributors that handle materials you
may want in order to establish your own Resource
Center and to obtain more classroom materials for
LEP students.
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Selecting and
Training Teachers

The feature article in this section summarizes
the lessons learned from a review of research on
teacher training practices. Not surprisingly, the
article concludes that effective teacher training
includes theory, demonstration, practice, feed-

back, and classroom application.
Following the article are annotated entries that

include guidelines for certification and preparation
of ESL and bilingual-bicuhural teachers, and teacher
training materials and approaches.
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Improving Inservice Training: The
Messages of Research

Brace Joyce and Beverly ShowersVII
To be most effective, training should include
theory, demonstration, practice, feedback, and
classroom application.

.1111111=MM,

We have just completed a two-year effort to ex-
amine research on the ability of teachers to acquire
teaching skills and strategies.

The first message from that research is very posi-
tive: teachers are wonderful lear,ers. Nearly all teach-
ers can acquire new skills tliat "fine tune" their com-
petence. They can also learn a considerable repertoire
of teaching strategies that ar.: new to them.

The second message is more sobering, but still
optimistic: in order to improve their skills and learn
new approaches to teaching, teachers need certain
conditionsconditions that are not common in most
inservice settings even when teachers participate in
the governance of those settings.

The third message is also encouraging: the re-
search base reveals what conditions help teachers to
learn. This information can be used to design staff
development activities for classroom personnel.

Two Purposes of Training

Improving our teaching can be focused on "tun-
ing" our present skills or on learning new (to us)

FEB:WARY 1980
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ways of teaching. When tuning our skills, we hy to
become more affirmative, involve students more, man-
age logistics more efficiently, ask more penetrating
questions, induce students to be WW2 productive, in-
crease the clarity and vividness of our lectures and
illustrations, and understand better the subject matter
we teach. In short, we work on our craft. Training
oriented toward fine tuning consolidates our com-
petence and is likely to increase our effectiveness.

Mastering new teaching strategies or models
and/or learning to put alternative curriculums in
place is quite a different goal. To master a new ap-
proach we need to explore and understand its ratio-
nale, develop the ability to carry out the new strat-
egies, and master frah content.

Generally speaking, "fine tuning" our existing
approaches is easier than mastering and implementing
new ones, because the magnitude of change is smaller
and less complex. When we change our repertoire, we
have to learn to think differently, to behave differ-
ently, and to help children adapt to and become com-
fortable with the new approaches, so mastery of new
techniques requires more intensive training than does
the fine tuning.

We organized our analysis to find out how var-
ious components of training contribute to learning.
To do this we developed a typology of "levels of im-
pact" of training and another for categoth.ing train-
ing components. Then we asked the question, "In the
body of research on training, how much does each
kind of training component appear to contribute to
each level of impact?"

Levels of Impact

Whether we teach ourselves or whether we learn
from a training agent, the outcomes of training can be
classified into several levels of impact: awareness; the
acquisition of concepts or organized knowledge; the
learning of principles and skills; and the ability to
apply those principles and skills in problem-solving
activities.

AwarenessAt the awareness level we realize
the importance of an area and begin to focus on it.
With inductive teaching, for example, the road to com-
petence begins with awareness of the nature of induc-
tive teaching, its probable uses, and how it fits into
the curriculum.

Concepts and Organized KnowledgeCon-
cepts provide intellectual control over relevant con-
tent. Essential to inductive teaching are knowledge of
inductive processes, how learners at various levels of
cognitive development respond to inductive teaching,
and knowledge about concept formation.

Principles and ;4d/isPrinciples and skills are

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

tools for action. At this level we learn the skills of
inductive teaching: how to help students collect data,
organize it, and build concepts and test them. We also
acquire the skills for adapting to students who display
varying levels of ability to think inductively and for
teaching them the skills they lack. At this level there
is potential for actionwe are aware of the area, can
think effectively about it, and possess the skills to act.

Application and Problem SolvingFinally, we
transfer the concepts, principles, and skills to the
classroom. We begin to use the teaching strategy we
have learned, integrate it into our style, and combine
the strategy with the others in our repertoire.

Only after this fourth level has been reached can
we expect impact on the education of children.
Awareness alone Is an imsufficient condition. Organ-
ized knowledge that is not backed up by the acquisi-
tion of principles and skills and the ability to use
them is likely to have little effect.

Components of Training

Most of the training literature consists of investi-
gations in which training elements are combined in
various ways, whether they are directed toward the
fine-tuning of styles or the mastery of new ap-
proaches. Pram our analysis, we were able to identify
a number of training components that have been stud-
ied intensively. Alone and in combination, each of
these training components contributes to the impact
of a training sequence or activity. (As we shall see,
when used together, each has much greater power
than when they are used alone.) The major compo-
nents of wining in the studies we reviewed are:

1. Presentation of theory or description of skill
or strategy;

2. Modeling or demonstration of skills or models
of teaching;

3. Practice in simulated and classroom settings;
4. Structured and open-ended feedback (provi-

sion of information about performance);
5. Coaching for application (hands-on, in-class-

room assistance with the transfer of skills and strat-
egies to the classroom).

The Nature of the Literature

We analyzed more than 200 studies in which
researchers investigated the effectiveness of various
kinds of training methods. Determining levels of im-
pact from single and combined treatments was diffi-
cult for several reasons. Most training studies were
not designed to measure levels of impact on the in-
cremental value of each training component. Rather,

14



research questions were generally focused on differ-
ences between treatment and comparison groups.

Conclusions nearly always addre..lied the Issue of
whether skills were acquired and demonstrated. The
question of transfer at the classroom level was ad-
dressed in relatively few studies. Nevertheless, we
have developed working hypotheses regarding ex-
pected levels of impact from the various train:ng
strategies. The hypotheses are extrapolations derived
from investigations that examined training elements
for their impact on teacher behavior. Although the
conclusions here are working hypotheses, we believe
they adequately represent the present state of the
literature and that training programs can use them
reliably.

No single study used all training components and
measured effects at all levels of impact. However, the
training literature taken as a whole provides informa-
tion on many of the possible combinations. For ex-
ample, simulated practice has been studied for its
impact on skills development (Cruickshank, 1968;
Vlcek, 1966). Structured feedback has been compared
to open-ended feedback and self-observation (Tuck-
man, 1969; Saloman and McDonald, 1970).

Studies combining modeling, practice, and feed-
back (Orme, 1966); presentation, practice, and feed-
back (Edwards, 1975; Hough, Lohman, and Ober,
1969); presentation, modeling, practice, and feedback
(Borg, 1975; Borg, Langer, and Kelly, 1971); and
presentation, modeling, and feedback (Friebel and
Kallenbach, 1969) have been heavily investigated
with respect to skill acquisition and transfer.

Although few studies focused on "coaching to
application" as conceived here, several treatments in-
cluded lengthy follow-up feedback after initial train-
ing (and these methods seemed to result in greater
transfer at the classroom level). Feldon and Duncan
(1978) demonstrated the power of observation, feed-
back, and goal-setting to boost the effects of training,
and Borg, Langer, and Kelley (1971) found perman-
ence of fine-tuning skills in a delayed posttest after
an initial training that included presentation, model-
ing, practice, and feedback.

Is there a clear demarcation between fine tuning
and new repertoire? Sometimes it was unclea: if the
focus of the study was fine tuning of existing skir, or
redirection of teaching style. Frequently, pretraining
observations of teaching were omitted from the train-
ing study, so the level of entry skills was unknown.
However, we have applied several general rules of
thumb to distinguish the purposes of training. First,
if preservice teachers were the subjects of training,
we were more likely to label the training objective
"new repertoire" than if irtservice teachers were the
subjects. Secondly, training aimed at questioning

skills, discussion skills, question wait time, attending
to overlooked students, and positive reinforcement of
d rable student behevior were generally classified

tuning." It seemed reasonable to assume that
behlviors reside in everyone's repertoire, includ-

ing teachers and teacher trainees. Third, if training
involved installation of a new curriculum, instruction
in inquiry strategies, or unusual models of teaching
that departed radically from the usual recitation class-
room process, the purpose of training was assumed
to be redirection of teaching style.

Was there an awareness of the need for address-
ing the transfer question in the training research: Ap-
parently, many researchers are aware of the need to
assess transfer of learned skills at the classroom level.
Recent carefully designed studies examining relation-
ships between student learning and teacher training
have carefully monitored teacher behavior in the
classroom to assure the implementation of new strat-
egies thought to influence student learning. Further-
more, many studies conclude with the observation
that application of skills in the classroom should be
the subject of future research.

What is the power of individual components?
Some components were studied intensively; others
were not. We discovered no studies in which presen-
tation alone was the training strategy, but it often
appeared as a "control," when it was invariably sur-
passed by treatments including modeling, practice, or
feedback components. Likewise, no studies were re-
viewed in which practice alone constituted the treat-
ment.

The evidence for modeling and feedback is the
clearest. Koran, Snow, and McDonald (1971) demon-
strated the efficacy of modeling for redirecting teacher
behavior, and Good and Brophy (1974) illustrated the
effectiveness of feedback in a powerful one-shot inter-
view based on four months of classroom observation.

How conflicting were the findings? The results of
training studies are remarkably consistent. Teachers
learn the knowledge and concepts they are taught and
can generally demonstrate new skills and strategies if
provided opportunities for any combination of model-
ing, practice, or feedback.

Was the level of impact. always discernible? The
absence of fine-grained analyses that examine all
levels of impact for individuals in a training program
leaves many questions unanswered, for example, the
percentage of trainees that achieved each level of
impact following training. For the purposes of this
review, we assumed that skills had been acquired if
teachers were observed to exhibit the trained skills or
strategies in peer teaching, microteaching, or class-
room settings. If observations occurred several months
after completion of training and the trained skills or

FEBRUARY 1980
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Bruce Joyce (left) is Writer and Researcher in Educa-
tion, Palo Alto, California; Beverly Showers is at the
Center For Educational Research, Stanford University,
Stanford, California.

strategies were in evidence, we assumed transfer had
been accomplished. Now, what did 'we find?

Effectiveness of Components

1. Presentation of TheoryThe substance of
theory components is the rationale, theoretical base,
and verbal description of an approach to teaching or
a skill or instructional technique. Readings, lectures,
films, and discussions are used to describe the ap-
proach, its conceptual base and potential uses. In
many higher education courses and inservice insti-
tutes and workshops, it is not uncommon for presen-
tation of theory to be the major and in some cases the
sole component of the training experience. In research
it is frequently combined with one or more of the
other components.

Level of impact: Either for tuning of style or
mastery of new approaches, presentation of theory
can raise awareness and increase conceptual control
of an area to some extent. However, it is for relatively
few teachers that it results in skill acquisition or the
transfer of skills into the classtoom situation (al-
though there are some people who build and transfer
skills from theory presentations alone). On the other
hand, when the presentation of theory is used in com-
bination with the other training components, it ap-
pears to boost conceptual control, skill development,
and transfer. It is not powerful enough alone to
achieve much impact beyond the awareness level, but
when combined with the others, it is an important
component.

2. Modeling or DemonstrationModeling in-
volves enactment of the teaching skill or strategy
either through a live demonstration with children or
adults, or through television, film, or other media. In
a given training activity, a strategy or skill can be
modeled any number of times. Much of the literature
is Hawed because only one or two demonstrations

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSILIP

have been made of some quite complex models of
teaching, thus comprising relatively weak treatments.

Level of impact: Modeling appears to have a con-
siderable effect on awareness and some on knowledge.
Demonstration also increases the mastery of theory.
We understand better what is illustrated to us. A
good many teachers can imitate demonstrated skills
fairly readily and a number will transfer them to
classroom practice. However, for most teachers model-
ing alone is unlikely to result in the acquisition and
transfer of skills unless it is accompanied by other
components. Fairly good levels of impact can be
achieved through the use of modeling alone where
the tuning of style is involved, but fot the mastery of
new approaches it, by itself, does not have great
power for many teachers. All in all, research appears
to indicate that modeling is very likely to be an Im-
portant component of any training program aimed at
acquisition of complex skills and their transfer to the
classroom situation.

3. Practice Under Simulated ConditionsPrac-
tice involves trying out a new skill or strategy. Simu-
lated conditions are usually achieved by carrying out
the practice either with peers or with small groups of
children under circumstances which do not require
management of an entire class or larger group of chil-
dren at the same time.

Level of impact: It is difficult to imagine practice
without prior awareness and knowledge; that is, we
have to know what it is we are to practice. However,
when awareness and knowledg- have been achieved,
practice is a very efficient way of acquiring skills and
strategies whether related to the tuning of style or the
mastery of new approaches. Once a relatively high
level of skill has been achieved, a sizeable percentage
of teachers will begin to transfer the skill into their
instructional situations, but this will not be true of
all persons by any means, and it is probable that the
more complex and unfamiliar the skill or strategy, the
lower will be the level of transfer. All in all, research
supports common sense with respect to practice under
simulated conditions. That is, it is an extremely effec-
tive way to develop competence in a wide variety of
classroom techniques.

4a. Structured FeedbackStructured feedback
involves learning a system for observing teaching be-
havior and providing an opportunity to reflect on
teaching by using the system. Feedback can be self-
administered, provided by observers, or given by
peers and coaches. It can be regular or occasional. It
can be combined with other components, which are
organized toward the acquisition of specific skills and
strategies. That is, it can be directly combined with
practice and a practice-feedbackpractice-feedback
sequence can be developed. Taker. alone, feedback can
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SCHOOLS within SCHOOLS

AN ANSWER TO
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL DILEMMA

BY DR. CLEMENT A. SELDIN

Introduction by Dr. Mario D. Pantini,
Dean of Education, University of Massachusetts

Do you know the 10 essentials too the success of a
Public school with coexisting programs? Dr.
Clement A. Seldin, an educator who has taught
extensively in a pioneering School Within a School,
analyzes the 10 essentials. If one is missing, the
entire program mey be Jeopardized. Carefully
researched, clearly written, here is a provocative
approach to th t. compatible matching of teaching
and learning styles. "Soldin significantly expands
our knowledge and understanding," says Dr.
Fantini. Review .Jf the lit!-Iture, extensive
bibliography, solid rocom^endazdons. Paper, $460
(includes postage and Needling). Order today from
BLYTHE-PENNINGTON, LTD., Croton-on-Hudson,
New York 10520.

result in considerable awareneso of one's teaching be-
havior and knowledge about alternatives. With re-
spect to the fine tuning of styles, it has reasonable
power for acquisition of skills and their transfer to
the classroom situation. For example, if feedback is
given about patterns of rewarding and punishing,
many teachers will begin to modify the ways they
reward and punish children. Similarly, if feedback is
provided about the kinds of questions asked in the
classroom, many teachers will become more aware of
their use of questions and set goals for changes. In
general these changes persist as long as feedback con-
tinues to be provided and then styles gradually slide
back toward their original point. In other words, feed-
back alone does not appear to provide permanent
changes, but regular and consistent feedback is prob-
ably necessary if people are to make changes in very
many areas of behavior and maintain those changes.

4h. Open-Ended FeedbackUnstructured feed-
backthat is, feedback consisting of an informal
discussion following observationhas uneven impact
Some persons appear to profit considerably from it
while many do not. It is most likely that unstructured
feedback best accomplishes an awareness of teaching
style and as such can be very useful in providing
"readiness" for more extensive and directed training
activities. For example, teachers might begin to ob-
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serve one another Informally and engage In general
discussions about teaching behavior and then proceed
toward focused attempts at change. Modeling fol-
lowed by practice and feedback can be very powerful
In achieving skill development and transfer.

3. Coaching for ApplicationWhen the other
training components are used in combination, the
levels of impact are considerable for most teachers up
through the skill level, whether the object is the tun-
ing of style or the mastery of new approaches to
teaching. For example, demonstration of unfamiliar
models of teaching or curriculum approaches com-
bined with discussions of theory and followed by
practice with structured feedback reach the skill ac-
quisition level of impact with nearly all (probably
nine out of ten) teachers at the inservice or preservice
levels. If consistent feedback is provided with class-
room practice, a good many, but not all, will transfer
their skills into the teaching situation. For many
others, however, direct coaching on how to apply the
new skills and models appears to be necessary.
Coaching can be provided by peers (other teacher.),
supervisors, professors, curriculum consultants, or
others thoroughly familiar with the approaches.
Coaching for applIcatiun involves helping teachers
analyze the content to be taught and the approach to
be taken, and making very specific plans to help the
student adapt to the new teaching approach.

Combinations of Components

For maximum effectiveness of most inservice
activities, it appears wisest to include several and per-
haps all of the training components we have listed
(see, for example; Orme, 1966.) Where the fine tuning
of style is the focus, modeling, practice under simu-
lated conditions, and practice in the classroom, com-
bined with feedback, will probably result in consider-
able changes. Where the mastery of a new approach
is the desired outcome, presentations and discussions
of theory and coaching to application are probably
necessary as well. If the theory of a new approach is
well presented, the approach is demonstrated, prac-
tice is provided under simulated conditions with care-
ful and consistent feedback, and that practice is fol-
lowed by application in the classroom with coaching
and further feedback, it is likely that the vast majority
of teachers will be able to expand their repertoire to
the point where they can utilize a wide variety of
approaches to teaching and curriculum. If any of these
components are left out, the inaract of training will be
weakened in the sense that fewer numbers of people
will progress to the transfer level (which is the only
level that has significant meaning for school improve-
ment). The most effective training activities, then, will
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be those that combine theory, modeling practice,
feedback, and coaching to application. The knowledge
base seems firm enough that we can predict that if
those components are in Fact combined in inservice
programs, we can expect the outcomes to be consider-
able at all levels.

Future research on training should systematically
address the many cells of the training components/
levels of impact matrix that currently lack adequate
data. An emphasis on the effects of "coaching to ap-
plication" on "problem solving"with coaching ad-
ministered by other teachers, principals, supervisors,
and so onshould provide useful information not
only on "coaching" as a training strategy but on the
relative effectiveness of vaTi01111 training agents es

lf, in fact, coaching by peers proves to boost the
magnitude of classroom implementation, an extremely
practical and powerful training method can be added
to the already tested strategies of theory presentation,
modeling, practice, and feedback..E7
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Bibliographic Entries:
Selecting and
Training Teachers

Bean, R.M. and R.M. Wilson. Effecting Change
in School Reading Programs: The Resource Role.
1981. International Reading Association, 800
Barksdale Road, Newark, DE 19711.

Although the book is targeted to the Reading
Resource Specialists, its contents cal. be used by
anyone in the resource role, regardless of the field
of specialization or responsibility. The book is
especially useful for anyone starting work as a
resource specialist in a school district.

This publication describes the competencies of
an effective resource person; elaborates on the
importance of communication and needed inter-
personal skills; suggests leadership and decision-.
making strategies; and provides lists of internal
and external resources that the specialist can con-
sult. Appendices provide practical information on
interviewing for the position of resource specialist,
preparing for the first week on the job, and work-
ing in the classroom and with parents.

Center for the Development of Bilingual Cur-
riculumDallas. B .ligual Teacher Training
Packets. 1982. Evaluation, Dissemination and As-
sessment Center, Dallas Independent School Dis-
trict, 3700 Ross Avenue, Box 103, Dallas, TX
75204.

Instructors and resource personnel at institutions
of higher learning and education service centers,
as well as staff development specialists in school
districts will find these packets useful. There are
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five series, each containing three packets. Each
packet has an instructor's guide and a student's
text. Following are the titles and descriptions of
each series.

Series A: Bilingual Program Planning, Imple-
mentation, and Evaluation. Packets include sam-
ple evaluation and testing instruments and guide-
lines for their use.

Series B: Language Proficiency Acquisition,
Assessment, and Communicative Competence.
Packets in this series contain current information
on first and second language acquisition and com-
municative competence. This module also con-
tains teaching modules and assessment techniques.

Bilingual or monolingual teachers of limited
English proficient students will find this module
very helpful in understanding the process of sec-
ond language acquisition, learning, and teaching.

Series C: Teaching Mathematics, Science, and
Social Studies in the Bilingual Classroom. This
series includes techniques and materials for teach-
ing in these subject areas in grades K-12. Although
the materials are primarily for bilingual Spanish/
English teachers and paraprofessionals, the tech-
niques and methods described can be applied by
all teachers of limited English proficient students.

Series D: Teaching Listening, Speaking, Read-
ing, and Writing in the Bilingual Classroom. The
packets in this module contain foundations of read-
ing as well as suggestions for teaching the four
skills in bilingual classrooms.



Series E; Actualizing Parent Involvement. The
three packets in this module address the role
of parents as teachers of their children, as re-
sources in the classroom, raid as participants in
decision-making in the schools.

Guide' for the CertVication and trepara-
r'on of , ers of English to Speakers of Other

inguages in the United Stales. 1975. Free single
copies may be obtained from: TESOL, 455 Nevils
Building, Georgetown University, Washington,
DC 20016.

This document includes a definition of the role
as well as the personal and professional charac-
teristics of the ESL teacher. It describes important
aspects of programs designed to prepare competent
ESL teachers.

Guidelines for the Preparation and Certifica-
tion of Teachers of Bilingual-Bicultural Educa-
tion. 1974. Centel for Applied "--Iistics, 3520
Prospect Street, NW, Second Floor, Washington,
DC 20007.

This publication describes personal qualities and
minimum professional competencies considered

essential to successful bilingual-hicultural teach-
ing. It presents guidelines for the design of teacher
training programs for biliii, id-bicultural teach-
ers. Although the guidelines and competencies
described apply specifically to bilingual-bicultural
teachers, other teachers in bilingual-bicultural pro-
grams should have us many of the competencies
described as possible.

Young, .1. and J. Lum. "New Approaches to
Bilingual-Bicultural Education. " Asian Bilingual
Education Teacher Handbook. 1982, pp. 173-182.
Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment Center
for Bilingual Education, Lesley College, 49
Washington Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140.

This article describes field-sensitive and field-
independent teaching styles in relation to teacher's
personal behaviors, instructional behaviors, and
curriculum-related behaviors. Flexibility in teach-
ing style is stressed as the key to effective teaching.
Flexibility can be developed through training ac-
tivities that help teachers become aware of and
learn how to use their own dominant teaching
style. Teachers who can switch from a field-in-
dependent to a field-sensitive teaching style and
vice versa will be helping children learn to function
in these two cognitive modes.
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Planning
Instructional Programs
for LEP Students

School distncts in the United States have re-
sponded to their limited English proficient (LEP)
student populations by establishing a variety of
programs. The feature article in this section de-
scribes the most widely known programs for LEP

students now in operation acrosc the country and
identifies the advantages and disiidvantages of each
program. Alco included in this section are biblio-
graphic entries of articles and books that treat this
subject in depth.
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SECTION II

APPROACHES TO EDUCATING LEP STUDENTS

School administrators and teaching personnel
across the nation have attempted to serve the needs
of LEP students in a variety of ways. Approaches
include so-called submersion (immediate main-
streaming of LEP students), bilingual instruction,
and special English language instruction. In this
section, the merits of each of these approaches will
be discussed in light of what has been said regard-
ing the process of first and second language acqui-
sition.

The Submersion Approach

In this approach. language minority students are
placed in classrooms where English is the oniy
language spoken aril their language needs are
largely ignored. Proponents of this tactic might
have the attitude that it is not the school's job to
adjust to the language minority student, but rather
it is the student's responsibility to adjust to the
school. Advocates of submersion often claim that
allowing LEP students to use their native language
in school simply delays, perhaps even obstructs,
the process of learning English. As proof of this
claim, some submersion proponents have pointed
to Richard Rodriguez' who describes how he was
able to acquire English and achieve academic
success by giving up Spanish at home and being
submersed in an all English instructional setting
with Anglo peers. In fact, some non-English speak-
ing parents consider it a matter of honor to have
their children succeed in school without special
assistance. There are many more arguments in
favor of submersion, based on the belief that it is
the best way for language minority students to
learn English. There are just as many arguments to
the contrary, that submersion does not meet the
needs of the majority of LEP students. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of the submersion
approach are discussed in the following pages.

Advantages

1. Language minority students are given constant
exposure to natural communication situa-
tions, both in the classroom and on the play-
ground.

2. More attention is given to what is said than
to how it is said.
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3. Many students, especially those who :ire
self-confident and outgoing, are motivated
to communicate with Fnglish speakirv peers
who probably modify their speech when
con..nunicating with LEP students.

4. On the playground, most of the language
heard relates to the here and now and is
made more uaderstandable through con-
crete cues.

5. The corrections that the stude s receis,1
probably relate more to what is being said
than to how it is said.

Disadvantages

1. Although the students are constantly exposed
to natural communication situations, they
probably do no: nderstand what is being
talked about mast of the time. This is
especially true in the classroom where the
subject matter is often abstract.

2. Since LEP students receive little "com-
prehensible input" in the classroom, they
find it difficult to develop a system for
organizing the language input they receive.
Many students who are successful in sub-
mersion settings receive extra tutoring and
private lessons at the end of the school day.

3. Since LEP students cannot use their native
language to make academic progress in con-
tent areas, they will experience difficulty
completing classroom tasks as the language
becomes progressively more complex and
abstract. Therefore, when they go into the
more advanced grades, LEP students tend to
fall behind their English speaking peers
academically.

4. Since the instre lion in this setting is geared
for students wt,o already communicate in
English, teachers probably make little or no
attempt to ada;t their language to that of the
LEP students.

5. Although stwents may be motivated to
communicate with their English speaking
peers on the pl;iyground about here hnd now
topics of inter( st, the lack of comprehensible
language in the classroom tends to minimize
their motivation to learn academic subjects.
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0. Students who are placed in a situation where
they rarely understand what is goit1P on
probably find it difficult to be relaxed and
401-con(ident in the classroom.

7. "There is the possibility that the LEP students'
native language will be viewed as low status
by the LEP students themselves, the English
speaking majork students, and teachers.

Conclusion. Since the disadvantages outnumber
the advantages, the Immediate mainstreaming or
submersion of LEP students does not seem to be an
efficient or effective way to develt,p the English
skills that LEP students need in order to be successful
in all English classrooms. Granted, there are students
who have been able to achieve both oral and literacy
skils in English without special attention from school
personnel. However, it is probable that they had
additional support from other sources such as the
family, community, or English speaking peers in
the neighborhood.

On the other hand, LEP s:uclents who are not
able to receive comprehensible input from other
sources will probably lag behind their English speak-
ing peers in developing academic linguistic skills.
Marie D. Eldridge' reporting on a survey of academic
achievement and dropout tendencies among lan-
guage minority students brought attention to the
following findings:

1. Persons with language minority backgrounds
enrolled in grades 5-12, who usually speak
their native language at home, were likely
to be two or more grades below the grade
levels expected for their ages.

2. Ten percent of native English speakers were
high school dropouts as compared to 40
percent non-native English speaking students.

Although Mrs. Eldridge cautions that these findings
do not necessarily mean that being a native speaker
of a language other than English causes an educa-
tional disadvantage, the data make clear that the
needs of LEP students submersed in regular all
English classrooms are too frequently not being
met.

Bilingual Education

Sine, the immediate mainstreaming of LEP stu-
dens does not seem to be an adequate response to
their special strengths and needs, what are some
alternatives open to school districts? One of the
approaches that a school district may adopt to
insure that language minority students receive equal
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educational tppuUUflt t ros,ide thorn with
bilingual instruction. hi Ohio. their file currently
seven districts providing bilingual instruction to
language minority students.

Pihngual education operates on two basic prem-
ises: 11 students are more likely to learn anything,
including English, If they understand what they are
being taught, and 2) students who tire not proficient
in English will not fall behind their English speaking
peers If they aro able to continue learning subject
matter in their native language.

There are a variety of models oi bilingual educa-
tion. in some programs, the students may learn to
read first in the native language and then in Lnglish.
In other programs. LEP students only use their
native language orally in the classroom. The focus
of the program is on teaching them to rend, write.
and speak English. The important element of bilin-
gual programs is that both the students' native
language and English are used as mediums of in-
struction.

The amount of and balance between the two
languages can be varied according to the commit-
ment to maintaining the native language. Accoi d-
ing to Fishman and Lovas' bilingual programs could
adopt any of the following approaches:

MN&

1. Transitionalthe LEP students' native lan-
guage is only used until they are ready to be
mainstreamed into a regular classroom.

2. Monoliterate Bilingualismoral skills in the
native language are developed throughout
the entire program, but reading and subject
matter are taught only in English.
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3. Partial Bilingual Ism reading and :ubjeO
!flatter are taught in both the native
language and English, but English is etti
phasized in all subjects except culture,

1, Full Bilingualismreading and all subjed
matter are taught in both the native language
and English, and equal attention is given to
both languages.

Each model of bilingual education has advantages
and disadvantages in tho promotion ef LEP students'
acquisition of English oral and academic skills. The
following is a list of potential advantages and dis-
advantages of bilingual education in general:

Advantages

I. Subject matter knowledge acquired thmugh
the students' native language can be easily
transferred to English.

2. Language skills needed for academic success
(for example. the ability to argue, analyze,
and contrast) which are developed in the
native language can be easily transferred to
English.

3. The appreciation and acceptance of the
students' home culture and native language
by school personnel can enhance the
student's individual self-concept. A good
self-concept is often a positive influence on
the student's motivation to learn English.

4. Students will probably be more relaxed and
self-coneident learners when part of their
instruction is in their native language. There-
fore, they are likely to learn English more
quickly than students who are under constant
stiess and confusion.

5. Students in a bilingull classroom probably
have less pressure to produce English as
quickly as students in all English classrooms.
Thus. students in a bilingual classroom can
take advantage of the silent phase that has
proven useful in helping students cut down
on errors.

6. Students in a bilingual program have a better
chance to acquire English structures when
they are mentally ready !or them. There is
less probability that they will be forced to
cope with complicated English speech that
they do not understand.

Disadvantages

1. Students have less exposure to natural com-
munication in English.
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2. Students spend less time interacting with
their Lnglish speaking peers,

3. There is a poitit)ility that 10.44sAcr might
have lower expectations of the students in
bilingual programs,

4. Students My feel "stiginatiscd" because they
are participants In is special program. This
feeling might give them lower expectations
of thomselves when they are in the English
classes.

Conclusion. Bilingual education programs may
he most appropriate for school diuriets enrolling
large numbers of LEP students from one or two
specific language backgrounds. The program could
employ both the native language and English as
mediums of instruction without being detrimental
to the students' academic progress. Many bilingual
programs have succeeded in helping LEP students
master English and achieve academic success in
school. The potential advantages outweigh the
wparent disadvantages.

The Immersion Approach

Another approach to helping LEP students acquire
the English skills that they need in order to be
successful in school is the immersion approach.
This is an alternative that might be considered
especially by those school distrkts where a large
number of LEP students reside, but not enough of
one specific language group to justify the establish-
ment of bilingual classrooms.

In immersion programs 1) the focus is on subject
matter. 2) all of the students in the classroom ar-
learners of the second language, 3) as much as 90%
to 100% of the school day may be taught in the
second language, 4) no formal attempt is made to
teach the language as an end in itself. and 5) the
medium of instruction is always the second language.
However, in the early stages, students may respond
in their native language, even though the teacher
always answers in the second language. This assumes.
of course, that the teacher is able to understand the
students' responses in their native language.

A structured immersion program differs from
submersion in the following ways: a) in immersion,
the majority of students are not native speakers of
the second language, b) in immersion. all subject
matter is introduced in a way that can be understood
by the LEP students, c) LEP students in immersion
classes can address the teacher in their native
language. On the other hand, immersion differs
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frorn 4 program in that thr LEP student's
native language is never hpolion by the teacher.

Adianteges

1, Students are offered real and estended com,
municathe esperiences in the second law
guage through presentation of the subject
Miter,

2, Since all the students are learners of the
second language. the teacher hes the
opportunity to adapt the nea languap to
(he level of the students linguistic and cog-
nitive capabilities. For example, the teacher
can talk slower than normal. speak clearly
and distinctly, and avoid using structures
that are grammatically complex.

3, When teachers simplify their speech, new
language learners have a tendenc) to feel
relaxed and self-confident,

4. Teachers have the opportunity to provide
comprehensive input using visual aids. cone
crete experiences, and manipulative materials.

5. The focus of instruction is on the content of
the subject matter rather than on the
grammatical form of the language,

6. Students have the opportunity to take
advantage of the silent phase at the beginning
of the language learning process if they are
permitted to respond in their native
language or non-verbally.

7. Teachers have the opportunity to concen-
trate on literacy skills as well as oral commu-
nication skills.

8. Students can progress naturally from
cognitively simple language tasks within a
concrete context to more difficult, abstract
academic tasks.

9. Students hear the second language during
the entire school day.

Disadvantages

1. Since there is a lack of native English speaking
peers in the classroom, the second language
input is restricted to the teacher's proficient
speech and the less than proficient speech
of other LEP students. Young language
learners in this situation, therefore, do not
have their preferred language models to
provide the input that seems to be most
beneficial in promoting oral communication
skills.
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2. II 14 difficult to find petsontiel competent in
a11 tiw sliverW lallgudges than can he
rrptv5rmird in thi4 kind a 04:4St*ifil.

3. Complete lock of M10110011 10 the form of
laiguap may tend to frustrate older

t4itgu,1$0 learners.
1. ,*.s in the case of bilingual programs. LEP

students in an immertii0f1 program may feel
-stigmatised" because they are separated
from their English speaking peers and
placed in 'special" chnOMMTW

Conclusion. The immersion approach has the
potential to be an effective means of promoting
LEP students' English oral and literacy skills, But.
as with any instructional program certain factors
need to be present to insure the effectiveness of the
progrem. In immersion programs the teacher needs
to be competent in severel language ikilh, and
there should be opportunities for LEP students to
interact with other native English speaking persons,
especially their peers outside the classroom,

In addition, an immersion program would probably
be enhanced if the LEP students could spend at
least part of the school day receiving instruction in
their native language. This could be done through
the seMces of a paraprofessional. parent aide or
volunteer who would work with individual studen's
or small groups of students at a time. By providing
relive language support instruction, the content
that Is learned during the English immersion class
could be made more comprehensible. Also. LEP
students would continue to progms cognitively
while engaging in the relatively slow process of
acquiring a new language. Finally. LEP students
would see that their language and culture arc valued
in their school.

ESL Programs with Native Language Support
Se Mces

Pun out ESL Classes. School districts may provide
ESL imtruction to LEP students as a means of
helping them acquire the English skills they need to
be successful in school. In Ohio. ESL programs are
used either as a complement to bilingual education
or as the principal component of the special language
instructional program. If it is the main component
of the program. It Is advisable to provide native
leagues, support services to supplement the ESL
instruction. For example, native language aides could
be hired to work with the regular classroom teacher
during the school day, paraprofessionals could teach
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CO!1410 cuniinI WO. ut 014i4 nIir
liuto.iklu414 tir irtio$11 sittaup4 of Ur ..14kivrit* doting
ihe school 44y,

The ESL classes may be foctood on teaching
formal English graffiril4f Of on promoting natural
COMItItilicdiOn tiCtiMiIi04 I Imo coniervoori, ganivs,
detiatesi, Students may practice reading ;and wriong,
el Weil 44 speaking English,

The common element of these vtifieliOn$ i WA
the 141111140$0 minority students are taken out k4f
their regular classroom ens ironment end placed in
a setting where their English language needs can he
addresaid in a special way. Two variations of pull
out ESL instruction art described ort the following
pates; magnet centers and class period,

Magnet Centers, In this approach, students tire
drawn from schools in more than one attendance
area and placed in a central location for special
Englis:.i language instruction: Again. it it recorri,
mended that native language support senies be
part of this kind of progeam,

The obvious advantages of this method is that
schools can pool resources and offer the LEP stu
dents a wider range of materials and 11Ctivities t,
support the language acquisition process,

Class Pedal. This is basically an ESL class fot
high school LEP students. The students receive
credit for this course which is scheduled during a
regular class period. Students are grouped accord-
mg to level of language proficiency. This approach
has two special advantages:

I, Studenni are not likely to feel stigmatized
by going to special English classes because
they receive credit for the class.

2. Teachers can take advantage of the studenu
high level of cognitive development and
focus on developing higher level oral. write
ing. and reading skills.

Advantages

I. ESL classes can provide LEP students with
natural communication activities geared
toward their language level.

2. ESL instructors can use a variety of visual
aids and concrete materials to make the
natural communication activities more
comprehensible to the LEP students.

1 ESL instructors have the opportunity to
sequence the language of instruction from
the simple to the complex.
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S,

6,

7.

9.

ESL tau MCKIM could allow the L EP students
to spend most of the time not listitoMg to the
new linguase and responding only non-
verbally in theearly
program. This initial "silent phase" at the
beginning of second language instruction
reheves the SIMS of having to produce the
new language immediately, and it helps the
second language Winter cut down on errors,
If the input provided in the ESL classroom is
.omprehensible to the students. it is likely
that their attitude toward the learning
situation will be more positive.
Part of the ESL class can be devottd to lan-
guage lesions stressing the grommar and
structum of the new language. This can
help older learners modify sow of the low
level rules they know. In addition, this formal
knowledge can satisfy the curiosity that
older students have about th ; nature of the
language and increase their feeling of control
over the learning situation.
ESL instructors have the opportunity to
provide an atmosphere in the classroom that
helps the LEP students feel relaxed and self-
confident.
ESL instructors have the opportunity to
monitor the students' progress closely. Their
observations can help the instructor decide
when the students are ready to work with
more complex language structures.
ESL instructors have the opportunity to help
students develop literacy skills and advanced
oral skills as well as interpersonal oral cam-
munication skills.
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Disauvantages regular classroom teachers carry out this thsk are
provided in the section on inc lass insertrtion.

1, if the ESL class is only for an hour or two
day. and students return to submersion type
classes where English input is likely to be
incomprehensible for the rest of the day, the
effects of the ESL instruction can be expected
to be minimal.

2. If the emphasis of the ESL classes is on
grammar with few or no natural communica-
tion activities, the ESL instruction will
probably have little impact on the students'
acquisition of English.

3. There is the possibility that students might
feel stigmatized by being pulled out of their
regular classes for ESL instruction. This
might result in a negative attitude toward the
learning situation.

4. The lack of English speaking peers in the
classroom limits the amount of relevant input
that language minority students can receive
from the ESL classes.

5. If audio and visual resources are not used in
the ESL classroom, the students have access
to only one source of language input the
instructor.

6. If the focus of the instruction is on teaching
formal English grammar. the instructor may
have a tendency to constantly correct
setlents' errors thus causing more ill effects
than benef

7. If the focus of the ESL classes is only on oral
interpersonal communication skills, the ESL
instruction will have a negligible effect on
promoting the academic skills that the
language minority students need in order to
be successful in school.

Conclusion. ESL instruction can play a positive
role in the development of LEP students' oral and
academic English skills. Most of the potential dis-
advantages of this approach can be avoided
through the concerted effort of program planners
and teaching personnel.

However, it is recommended that ESL classes
not be the only response to the needs of language
minority students. As mentioned before, it is
presumed that native language support services are
an integral part of the program. In addition, regular
classroom teachers should make efforts to promote
the development of LEP students' English language
skills when these students are in classes with native
English speakers. Some suggestions that might help
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Other Approaches

Bilingual education, the immersion method, and
ESL instruction can be valid responses to the
language needs of LEP students when. for example,
there is a large concentration of them in an urban
school district. But what about a hypothetical
Cambodian student who has arrived in the United
States probably having been sponsored by an
American family through its chtach? The child is
then enrolled, very likely, in a small suburban school
district that never had a LEP student before.
Certainly, it would not be appropriate to hire a
bilingual teacher or an ESL instructor for one or
two LEP students. So, what can be done for this
student?

This part of Section II will deal with suggestions
for school districts that have only a few language
minority students. This is the case of many districts
in Ohio.

Inclass Instruction. In this approach. LEP itu-
dents are together with native English speaking
children in the same classroom:However. the teacher
recognizes the special strengths and needs of the
language minority students in the classroom and
plans appropriate instructional strategies. Fox and
Allen' suggest that the role of the classroom teacher
in this situation is not to try to teach English to our
hypothetical Cambodian, but rather to provide the
kind of language and create the kind of environ-
ment that will permit him or her to acquire English.

Some of the instructional strategies that Fox and
Allen suggest for the regular classroom teacher
who wants to provide appropriate input and
atmosphere for LEP students are the following:

1. Arrange for situations that permit the LEP
students to talk with the teacher or other
adult speakers in a one-to-one-situation.

2. Provide language that is comprehensible, yet
not too simple in structure and vocabulary
that there is no challenge for LEP students to
learn something new.

3. Arrange for activities that call for coopera-
tion and communication with English
speaking peers.

4. Arrange the room so that many different
kinds of materials are available with which



the students can work, manipulate, and
create.

5. Provide experiences ( field trips, for example)
that can serve as a base for sharing language
with peers and adults. LEP students can use
their native language, their limited English,
art, and other communicative mediums to
prepare for the experience and to respond to
it.

6. Provide many opportunities for shared
book experiences.

These kinds of special instructional strategies for
LEP students in a mainstreamed classroom can
have the following advantages and disadvantages:

Advantages

1. Students are exposed to natural communica-
tion in the language.

2. The teacher can make special efforts to
include topics of interest to the LEP
students through regular one to one conver-
sations with the students.

3. Through the use of concrete materials,
meaningful and interesting experiences, and
tasks supported by context, the teacher can
help make the content of the natural
communication comprehensible to the LEP
students.

4. Teachers sensitive to the LEP students'
language needs can incorporate a silent
phase at the beginning of the learning pro-
cess so that the LEP student doesn't feel
forced to attempt to produce English im-
mediately.

5. If the teacher pays special attention to the
LEP students' language needs, there is a
greater chance that these students will have
a positive attitude toward the learning
process.

6. An environment that promotes compre-
hensible, functional, and interesting lan-
guage input tends to help second language
learners feel relaxed and self-confident.

7. Second language learners have the oppor-
tunity to interact with native English speak-
ing peers in relevant language experiences.

8. Second language learners can spend their
major effort on getting meaning across and
save formal refinements of the language for
later.
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Disadvantages

1. By necessity, much of the teacher's time is
spent talking at the level of the native
English speaking students. Therefore, there
may be periods of time when the LEP students
do not receive comprehensible input.

2. If the teacher cannot communicate in the
native language of the LEP students, it may
be difficult to build upon the students'
interests.

3. LEP studer ts who are shy and not outgoing
may not .:ek language input from native
English speaking peers in classroom group
ac tivities.

4. The success of this approach depends
entirely on the teacher. Teachers must be
willing to take the time or interest to create
an environment that helps the LEP students
acquire English in the classroom. Otherwise,
the LEP students merely become submersed
in incomprehensible communication sit-
uations.

5. If there is no one in the classroom who can
communicate in the native language of the
LEP students, the LEP students will not be
able to bring past experiences to bear on the
learning process.

Individual Tutoring. Another response that
might be considered when there are very few LEP
students enrolled in a school district is individual
tutoring. Tutors may range from volunteer members
of the community to trained professional second
language teachers. The Tutoring may focus on
promoting natural communication or teaching the
formal aspects of the language. The element that is
common to all tutoring sessions is that LEP students
are taken out of their classroom environment in
order to practice English language skills on a one-
to-one basis with an adult mcidel.

Since a tutoring session is basically individualized
ESL instruction, most of the advantages and dis-
advantages of tutoring parallel those of the ESL
method. The individualized attention that the LEP
student receives from the tutor can be an added
:--.1vantage because the tutor can give full attention
:0 the student's specific language strengths and
weaknesses. On the other hand, the individualized
attention can be a disadvantage the tutor becomes
the only source of comprehensible oral input for
the student, since the less than proficient English of
fellow learners is not available in these sessions.
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Currently, there are school districts in Ohio that
provide tutoring sessions for LEP students where
there are not enough language minority students to
warrant bilingual education, immersion classes, or
ESL instruction with native language support
services. This can be a practical response to the
needs of LEP students. If, in addition to receiving
help from tutors, the LEP student is in a classroom
where the teacher creates an atmosphere promoting

English acquisition, the LEP student will benefit
even more from his or her schooling. Both the
individualized tutoring and in class strategies can
be enhanced by native language support services.
For example, a volunteer parent orgraduate student
who speaks the native language of the LEP student
could be present part of the school day in the
classroom to help the teacher take advantage of the
LEP student's past experiences.

Conclusion. This section has dealt with a variety
of responses to the instructional strengths and needs
of LEP students. Based on what we know about
first and second language acquisition, the potential
advantages and disadvantages of the different
approaches have been explored. So how do school
administrators and teache- 'o about planning
and implementing an appror 1e program that will
insure that LEP students have an equal opportunity
to be successful in school? What are the federal and
state legal requirements? What are the rights and
responsibilities of the school districts? What kinds
of financial and technical help are available to
districts that have LEP students? These are some of
the questions that will be discussed in the next
three sections.

Excerpted from Strategies for Developing_Lamulge Programs for National Origin
Minority Students. Ohio Department of Education, Lau Center T1983). This publication
was developed in part by a Transition Program for Refugee Children grant, U.S.
Department of Education, P.L. 96-212.
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and operating successful bilingual-bicultural pro-
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of bilingual-bicultural education in Alaska, inter-
pretation and explanation of statutes and regula-
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ucation Part C Research. The purpose of these
repolts is to familiarize the public with the variety
of programs included under the term 'Alingual ed-
ucation.

The ten local projects described in this issue
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language groups from kindei garten through adult
education. Information on each project ,r,..:ludes
background, a description of the characteristics of
the program, students served and the resu..... oc
program implementation on student achievement.
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Reading in the Bilingual Classroom: Literacy and
Biliteracy. 1979. National Clearinghouse for
Bilingual Education, 1555 Wilson Boulevard,
Suite 605, Rosslyn, VA 22209. (703) 522-0710
(800) 336-4560.

This monograph examines reading in the con-
temporary bilingual classroom in the United States.
The chapter, "Alternative Programs in Bilingual
Education" describes the range of possible pro-
gram responses to bilingual or multilingual situ-
ations and suggests the kind of literacy each pro-
gram requires (pp 15-18).

Of special interest for classroom teachers v. ork-
ing in multilingual settings is the chapter "Reading
in Bilingual, Biliterate Curriculum." This section
describes methods which facilitate a comprehen-
sion-centered reading program (pp 35-40).
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as "bilingual," "English as a second language,"
"bicultural," "multicultural," are defined in terms
of what they include and what they exclude.

Ovando, C. and V.P. Collier. Bilingual and
ESL Classrooms. Teaching in Multicultural Con-
texts. 1984 (in press). Mc Graw-Hill Book Com-
pany, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10020.

Chapters II and IV in this book describe program
models for LEP students.

Seelye, H.N. and B.N. Navarro. A Guide to
the Selection of Bilingual Education Program De-
signs. Bilingual Bicultural Education Department,

111inois Office of Education, 188 West Randolph,
Room 1400, Chicago, IL 60601.

This guide is designed to help school admin-
istrators decide on the type of program that best
fits the student population and the school district's
needs and circumstances. The description of each
program includes student participants, staffing,
student/staff ratio, program facilities/materials,
instruction, training, advantages and disadvan-
tages. Also included are sample schedules for each
program design.

Strategies for Developing Language Programs
for National Origin Minority Students. 1983. Ohio
Department of Education, Division of Equal Ed-
ucational Opportunities, Lau Center, 65 South Front
Street, Columbus, OH 43215.

This handbook includes the following topics:
basic principles of first and second language ac-
quisition, the advantages and disadvantages of a
variety of instructional approaches for the edu-
cation of limited English proficient students, the
steps involved in developing second language in-
structional programs, the evaluation and moni-
toring of programs, and available resources.
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Policies and Federal
or State Guidelines

The sources included in this section provide
both the historical perspective on language policies
in the United States and the policies and proce-
dures that are currently enforced in the country.

A major source of information about current
policies are the Desegregation Assistance Centers
for National Origin (LAU Centers) funded by the
U.S. Office of Education. There are nine LAU
Centers that serve different sections of the country.
The LAU Centers provide technical assistance to
school districts in planning and implementing na-
tional origin desegregation programs and pro-
grams that provide equal educational opportunity
to national origin minority students.

More specifically, the LAU Centers may pro-
vide assistance in the following areas:

development of programs for national origin
minority students;

identification and assessment of national or-
igin minority students;

parent, student, and community involvement
in the planning of desegregation programs;

identification of instructional needs of na-
tional origin minority students;

training of school personnel, students, and
community members in areas related to na-
tional origin student desegregation; and

development of policies and procedures to
prevent discrimination on the basis of na-
tional origin.

In assisting school districts, the LAU Centers
follow the guidelines that resulted from two major
events: a memorandum issued by the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare in 1970, and
the United States Supreme Court decision on the
Lau v. Nichols case in 1974. The memorandum
stated what follows:

Where inability to speak and understand the
English language excludes national origin-
minority group children from effective par-
ticipation in the educational program offered
by a school district, the district must take
affirmative steps to open its instructional pro-
gram to these students (35 Fed. Reg. 11595).

The Lau v. Nichols decision said the following:

There is no equality of treatment merely by
providing students with the same fP'- hties, -
textbooks, teachers, and curriculli,n; for stu-
dents who do not understand E:.,Jish a ef-
fectively foreclosed from any meaningful ed-
ucation (414 U.S. at 566 [1974]).

The regulations of the Office for Civil Rights
issued under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 require school districts to take affirmative
steps to enable national origin minority group chil-
dren who are lirniLed English proficient to partic-
ipate fully in the educational programs.

For further information, consult the Bilingual
Education Information Packet produced by the Na-
tional Clearinghouse for Bilineual Education. This
packet includes a list of the LAU Centers with
their areas of service. Other sources of information
are listed on the following page.
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Alatis, LE., ed. Current Issues in Bilingual
Education. 1980. Georgetown University Press,
Washington, DC 20057.

This publication contains the papers presented
at the Georgetown University Round Table on
Languages and Liruistics held at the University
in 1980.

The section entitled, "Current State Level As-
sessment of Language Minority Children" (pp.
223-258) is of special interest to teachers and ad-
ministrators wanting to know about current poli-
cies and procedures for the education of language
minority students. Articles included in this section
examine the policies of some of the states with
the largest minority student populations: Califor-
nia, Illinois, Massachusetts, and Texas.
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Brisk, M.E. "Language Policies in American
Education." Bilingual Education Teacher Hand-
book. Volume II: Language Issues in Multicultural
Settings. 1979, pp. 3-11. Evaluation, Dissemi-
nation and Assessment Center for Bilingual Ed-
ucation, Lesley College, 49 Washington Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02140. Code Number: 222-3.

This article gives an historical overview of the
attitudes and policies toward language and the
education of minority language groups in the United
States.

National Clearinghouse on Bilingual Education.
Guide to State Education Agencies. 1982.

This is a compendium of information on policies
related to the education of limited English profi-
cient students from the state education agencies
of the fifty states, and from the District of Co-
lumbia and the six territories.
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Evaluating Programs
for LEP Students

Evaluators of programs for limited English pro-
ficient students are faced with the complex task
of asking the appropriate questions and selecting
the instruments which will help answer those ques-
tions. The feature article provides the framework
for demystifying the role of testing in bilingual

education by offering a variety of techniques and
strategies for selecting instruments to evaluate pro-
grams. Following the article are other entries that
provide annotated lists of tests and alternative
evaluation activities.
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Selecting Tests for Bilingual
Program Evaluation

George P De George is manager of evalua-
tion ami test specialist at the Etaluation
Dissemination and Assessment Center for
Bilingual Education at Lesley College,
Cambridge, Massachusetts
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George P. De George

Q.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Is Mil a goat test?"
'Good? Good for what?"

"By the way, do you have to speak
Spanish to give the Bilingual Syntax
Measure?"
"It might help."

"1 need a reading test in Spanish,
Vietnamese and Armenian, grades
K-12, standardized, normed, self
administering and MaChine sCOnl
blesend na copy of each."
"Send wu a copy ofwhat?"

These vignettes may be amusing
but they are alarmingly true. I have
actually been asked such questions,
or at least questions like them. They
often are the prelude to some of the
most enlightening and interesting
consultations I have ever had. But
they are also symptoms of one of the
most pervasive myths I have ever
encounteredthe test myth.

The myth goes something like
this: there is a test for every instruc-
tional decision to be made, or tt:ne
should be; tests are the main determi-
nants of instructional decisions and
they should be; tests, expecially
standardized norm-referenced tests,
represent a sort of external, all-know-
ing authority against which to judge
student and program performance;
somehow, test makers "know" what
students ought to know and at what
level they should be. Most of all, if
students or programs do not measure
up, then something is definitely
wrong with them.

This myth is, of course, an exagger-
ation and not everyone subsaibes to
it. In fact there has even beenoutright
war on it such as the call of the Na-
tional Education Association for a
moratorium on standardized testing
in 1973.'

But, the myth persists and do,..s

come out to haunt even the most
successful educators and administra-
tors. Therefore, it must be dealt with,
cautiously.

Now, we know there is no neatiy
packaged test for every instructional
decision we make, nor would we
want there to be.

We know our judgements and
observations play a large, if not domi-
nant, role in instructional decision-
making and they ought to.

We know there is no absolute,
external authority or standard for
measuring our students or programs
on a national basis. There cannot be
because there is no national, unified
American curriculum. Rathei we in
our school districts set the objectives
and curriculum for our students and
programs and we select the tests that
monitor academic achievement.

1A'e also know that test makers are
not appointed omniscient judges.
Rather, they are professionals who
act upon the neecis they permive and
construct their tests for the purposes
they outline in their test manuals and
leave us to decide whether their tests
fit our purposes.

So much for the myth! Now, we
can proceed to the realities of testing
in bilingual program evaluation.
Among those realities, two are out-
standing.

First is the fact that bilingual testing
is a fragmented phenomenon in the
United States. In surveying existing
bilingual test lists or collections one
will fmd that there is a notable short-
age of Achievement tests for the vari-
ous subject areas in most langual
program languages except English
and Spanish. Yet, even with these
languages, there are more tests for
the elementary levels in the areas of
oral language, reading and mathe-
matics. Wry often, however, such
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tests are restricted to one or two
grade levelsbatteries for grades K-
12 are few.:

The second reality is that bilingual
programs represent a tremendous
diversity in terms of program model,
objectives and students. Some plo-
grams tend toward a maintenance

model while others are more in the
inunersion and transitional catego-
ries. There are programs which stress
basic language and math skills while
others focus upon self-concept and
affective outcomes. While most basic
programs parallel school district
curricula, some tend to diverge more
than others.

By tar the greatest source of diver-
sity is the otidents. Some programs
contain only one ethnic population,
others contain several. One urban
pmgram in Massachusetts, for exam-
ple, has Spanish, Portuguese and
Italian speaking students in addition
to several groups of Southeast
Asians. Besides differing ethnicity,
students enter with diverse socio-
economic and educational back-
groundssome students at age
thirteen or fourteen have never even
attended school while others are
extremely advanced. Some students
were born in this country whereas
others were born and educated
abroad.

Add to these the fact that students
enter bilingual programs at various
grade levels, at different times during
the school year and that some are
from highly tansient populations.
As expected, all this results in highly
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diversified student learning needs
which translate into grouping and
individualization within vides and
classrooms. [Afferent stuclents or
student groups may study different
skills or subject areas or work on the
same objectives for greater or lesser
amounts of time.

The implications of such student
diversity for testing in program evalu-
ation ale not difficult to imagine.
One of the greatest is finding a match
between toasting tests on the one
hand and differing program objec-
tives, curriculum and students on the
other.

In the last analysis, howevez tests
must be selected to play their role in
the bilinwlerperfoorm evaluation

, a method must
Ereocciee:ted to cope effectively with
fragmentation and diversity. It is the
purpose of this article to present the
reader with a set of practical guide-
lines for Wecting _tests and with

suggestions for thiding them. We
shall begin by examining the basic
aiteria which comprise the test selec-
tion process.

First Criterion-
Evaluation Questions

You have read it before And you
are reading it again: in order to get
any program evaluation off the
ground, you must determine on a
prior basis the questions that a given
evaluation will be designed to an-
swer. Do you want to Icnow whether
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your was effective and how
well II' 21airvned its goals? Do you
want to find out whether
activities were effective ini=g
goals or whether one

temethod was better thanafikrlinlero?

If you or any of your audiences
(e.g. school board) would :Ike these
or any other questions answered.
then the evaluation must be designed
to produce the answers. (DeMaum's
article deals with the question of
evaluation designs.) Part of the design
task is to select tests that will yield
the types of student achievement
data-that will help answer whatever
evaluation questicav you decide to
address. An example will clarify

Let us suppose that one of 'four
major project objectives is to develop
in youx students oral and written
communication skills in English and
in their native language. Let us sup-
pose further that you are going to
use two different approan with
two groups of program students to
achieve this objective. You would
then want to know which of the two
approaches is more effective.

After defining the types of com-
munication skills you have in mind
and after formulating the two ap-
proaches for teaching communication
skills, you will then have to decide
upon the types of information that
will indicate skill mastery and what
tests or instruments are feasible for
obtaining that information. You will

that the nature of the communi-
.zation skills will point to certain types
of instruments: oral language inter-
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views. perforinance tests and rating
scales; written messages, compost-
bons, multiple-choice and essay
examinations; informal observations
or observation checklists; norm-
referenced or criterion-referenced
tests.

After a thorough search, you may
choose to use a combination ofsuck
tests and to administer them to the
two student learning groups several
times durio3 the school year. Formal
tests may !,e given in Octoberand
April. and observations may be taken
four to fivc times. For whatever rea-
sons, you may choose not to
norm-referenced tests.

Again. your major guide through-
out this test selection process has
:een to produce information to an-
swer the question of which of the
two approaches used in teaching oral
and written communication skills is
most effective.

But, one or more of your audi-
ences, such /3 the sit.)enntendetit 1,7
the school boxrd, mav also be ir it .1r
ested in questions abirot oral 1.1e
written communication skill:
may hitivi: their own ideas abo... what
these skills are, how long it should
take to develop thern and how they

24

are to be measured. ln particular,
they may insist tv. t xtandardize:
norimreferencets tet s in Eng 0
used. You may strongly dis.
feel they are missing the poi,
not un&rstand program objecn%
or the pioce; rtquired to achieve
them. What uo you do? Do you try
to sell your point, work out a compro
mise or accede to your audience? You
must decide.

The point here is that your original
evaluation questions as well as your
expertise in bilingual education are
the guideposts that will help you
maintain focus and deal with c2nftict-
thg audience expectations. Abov,.: all,
the evaluation questions will st
in a general way, the types of ..4.7ta
you need to answer them a; %ell as
the Ines of instruments or tests that
will supply the data.

Second Criterioa: 1 ructional
Objectives

By definition, tests in the cogititive
domain require students to perform
designated academic skills or tasks
involving specific content or subject
mattet What is it that determines or

3

apiKinoic in 4 biliNt14,1 program,
which subject areas an: to be taught
arid, for each of these, which spAtcific
ski& and content students are to
matter and to be tested upon? The
answet of course, Ls the program
objectives which were developed in
mponse to the student needs tha
program was designed to address.
The function of the tests, therefor., is
to indicate whether or the extent to
which students have mastered the
skills and content required by th
prolgem objectives.

Mammal; student diversity, sa we
pointed out earlier, may further com-
plicate matters. Becau*, of differences

educational background or in
native language and English language
profickincy levels, students lt the
same grade level may be ..t.iigned to
different instructional objectives Of
some students may be expecte to
attain more or fewer objectives than
others over specified ti.!re intervals.
Tests, parts of tests or test items must
tNe idertified to match these different
4tudent curriculum levels and deci-
sions must be made regarding ex-
pected levels of achievement for
different studenti or groups of
students.

In the end, a match must be made
betwten program objectives and
existing tests, ii the tests do exist and
if they can be located. The question
is, how is the match to be made? The
klswer is again not so simple u it
sounds. The match is made by ana-
tring objectiv,.. tnd iests and rpm-
ing to judgemoir, about the e.tent to
which a Over test measures given
objechvitx or how well the skills and
content are assessed. lipically, the
matching task is performed by pro-
gram teaching staff and specialists
who are most familiar with the
cure. ,ulum.

Third Criterion: Examinee
Appropriateness

While a given test may be in line
with your evaluation questions and
objectives, it may still be inappro-
priate for your students. Examinee
appropriateness is unquestionably
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the crucial criterion in bilitioual tem
selection, A Wit ismimpriate, in
our view, when it UM Ow four
conditions deocribed below,

1. Whether oral or written, a tat
must be M a langi sage or dialect in
which the student is sufficiently
proent. Such proficiency oasts
when there is evidence that the sty.
drit exhibits a basic pup of a lan-
guages structure in communication
Situations and can deal in oril and
written communication with the
knowledge and concepts that will
apFear on the test. The vocabulary of
academic subjects is dearly more
abstract and complex than that of
interpersonal communication.'

In addition, when tests ant to be M
writing, there must be evidence that
students can extract meaning from a
written tot, which does not offer the
same dues to meaning as the lan-
guest of facsko-face interpersonal
comxnunkation. In reading, the only
dues to meaning are the linguistic
clues contained within the written
ted itself. Cummins characterizes the
Ia:act of written texts as decontex-

that is, "taken out of the
context nf Imzned te interpersonal

haw a fair chance of
peAxinthg well on a written test,
therefont, students must be able to
handle the vocrbulary, concuerontc.1
decontextisiimi linguistic
don *bay ra: encounter.

2. The cuirtull conutxt or referents
encountered on a test Lust not be

kek' '.ent comprehension
or perk:: runt. . either:rive this.
the ten it mut' know or find
out somet! r! tbe Cii:tV:2, tradi-
tion, behavioi patter:A t 44.1 present
situation of studen.:7 - a test
is being sought. Th.:: Ale assessor
can ask (enu haw others
wL kno./c answer) whether a test
contains a situation or phenomenon
that the students will not understand,
will be offended by or have no experi-
ence with. Cultural appropriateness
is also telative: what is suitable for
one is not necessarily suitable for
another; what is not suitable now
may be acceptable in a year or two.

3. The testing style, particularly
the test item type(s), must be a mode
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of expression with which the student
is annfortable. In the United States,
tests typically employ so.celkid ob
five items such as true.lalse, multiple
choice, matching inierCileti and corn .
pletion items (i.e Wins), Essay
questions are frequent but considered
subfectivt, while performance wet*
are used in more restricted contexts
such as oral language, prychomotor
skills and the performing arts. How
accustomed are your students in

such item types? tilling the
"IneslnIternative (true-false, multi-
ple-choice) may be confusing and

explalrdnj
stressful for studenbi practiced in

and supporting a re-
sponse. Ont and written essay quo*
lions are the more common item
g=cisastd in Eumpe and Latin

Reedhadc from bilingual educators
indicates that obtective items with all
components in writing art particu-
larly difficult for the unacclimated
student. Howeve r. where ob/ective
items am administered orally or
where alternative tesponses are plc-

tures or objects rather than wntten
words, the difficuhy mduced or
',limb tined ,

DeAvila and Ilavassy levy made *
number of astute observations, They
point out that, on many tests used in
American schools, st ..tnts are en.
muralist/ to "ptoduce Ai many re.
spumes as they are able" and that
"the child who producee the most
responses receives a higher scam
than the one who stops rrponding
after only a few attempts. The un.
&flying essumption, DeAvila and
Havauy point out, is that au students
"haw the same level of aspiration."
The authors point out a similar proti
km with timed tests in which stu-
dents are asked "to work quickh .
quietly and efficiently." The question
is, would such tasting styles hamper
your students' performance?

4. A test should be as free as pawl-
ble of elements not bet% tested. lhis
is true for all, not lust blllnual stu-
dents. Tests of mathematics should
tiot be thiused with needlessly corn .
plot language nor should knowledge
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kki 1PW fl .r v1/4)010.4-

Ot4 be the key 'element in
tvadinliconipmnrnson item

Fotuth Criterion:. A ,otra
live Ease and Usability

Can a Oven test be administered
to a large group, small group Of MO
a by administered individually? Who
should administer the twit, and is
specialized training necessary to do
so? How long dOWS thit test take to
administer? How easy and objective
Es the scurthg? ts a machine *coring
service available? These am tome ut
the pragmatic questions with which
the test assessor should be concerned
when thinking of the prospeciiye test
administrator,

In terms of usability tor evaluation,
the iMportant 'question is whether
the telits you chum. will give results
in a form that will facilitate addiessing
relevant evaluation questions. Do
you need scores impressed in terms
of notary or non-masterv of specific
skills or groups of skills? oo you
require scores in the form of percen-
tiles. standard scores. stanin& ls it
important that you be able to com-
pare the test performance of your
students to loos' or national norms?
Cr. do you need a test which can
give both a aiterion-referenced and
norm-referenced interpretation of
student performance?

On the other hand, do you need
narrative descriptions of student
performance or results in the form of
ratings or levels of proficiency or
achievement?

The answers to these questions ate
mostly contingent upon the evalua-
tion questions on which your evalua-
tion design s focused, upon your
instructional objectives and the nature
of the skills you art teaching and
testing.

Dealing with Student
Diversity

.ve are faced with the problem of
unusual diversity among students,
,ve need to know what to do about it.
The proposed strategy is first to de-
fine the diversity factors which char-
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akiartia :yoor Ric
inhumation an be obigitirhi

donng student *mita:anon and
plitwownt pol4;adurvo or tvan tngn
your piU1IThb need' &Agawam- In
fact, IN io tors you identity may
twip in placement and grouping ot
ritir students, Mowing an a taw
imminence about important Actors,

LIPVIUNIC end Mho* latdirmor
vile have already taken a look at thew
mu floors under minim, appropri.
ateneu. Further distinctions me
offered here, There we students who
speak Ow same basic language but
who exhibit 'tripled,: aAdior-cultural
differences that can bear upon sok.
nons of teats in the students' native
language. Speakers ot Spanish are
the obvious ciarnpit In tams of
Spanish vocabulary and cis/lurid
referents, a test suitable kw Mexican-

Anan 04400 May fik4 be
kic tor studenisol C441400440 ot
rUfatiu RiC411 NV*1111441%4 and WO
Var04, Itidi a C41e, yOti mum hod
*pante tests for the Student gmups
or idenntlizttsocwhich trunicend
student

44, Ase and itself is not
$10tarmingui factor for whit a StUderit
ran be maid on. It must be consid,
eyed in Motion to tn. °that Won
mentioned here

Ihrrious adwatitaval Ilkhrommil anti
lrntic 'skim*, Alter reviewing
the students' prior school expenence
and detemitrung linguMc pm&
dercy, program uM may come
across some who exhibit seemingly
kiss than nativehlike fluency in kith
English and their native lanipaw
Such students usually are from low
socioiconomic swum homes whine
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dents in the United States, Are your
students like the students in the
norm group in terns of background,
upbringing, language, culture? Have
your students had equal exposure to
the skills tested, whether that be in
school or at home? De Mauro raises
this same question in discussing the
normative evaluation model. He also
suggests that over time students in
bilingual programs, as they gain in
English proficiency and transfer their
skills to English, do become more
like their English-speaking
counterparts.

Therefore, if NRTs are to be used
with bilingual students, the question
is when? When the students are in
the first or the third year of the pro-
gram? And if a NRT will be used
during the students' first year in the
program, that is, when the students
are most unlike the norm group, can
you really expect the bilingual stu-
dents to compare favorably? Might it
not be reasonable to specify expecta-
tions of achievement for the bilingual
students and not expect favorable
comparison with the norm group?

Hunting for Tests

As there is no simple automatic
formula for selecting tests, so there is
no one definitive source where they
can be found. It has taken eight years
to track down and acquire the two
hundred tests described in the Lesley
College EDAC Test College Catakg, and
the task is by no means complete.
The EDACs in Los Angeles, Cal. and
Dallas (formerly Austin), Tex. have
conducted similar test collection
efforts. The three EDACs are, there-
fore, available as resources for the
bilingual test searcher.

The National Clearinghouse for
Bilingual Education and the various
Bilingual Education Service Centers
throughout the country are similarly
useful resources for bilingual tests, as
are state departments of bilingual
education and their regional offices.
Some of the Title VII training and
fellowship programs in various col-
leges and universities across the
country have likewise collected tests
and test information which they will
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share with inquirers. Not to be over-
looked are existing bilingual pro-
grams, many of which have
accumulated considerable e..p:rtise
in testing because of their own needs.

Other possible sources for tests or
test information are the Educational
Testing Service in Princeton, N.J.
which maintains a test collection in
microfiche and other test publishers
such as the Psychological Corporation
in New York. ETS offers four different
lists of tests for Spanish speakers.
Among the best sources for bilingual
test infomiation are the many bilin-
guallESL conferences that take place
throughout the year, especially the

Sisson. New York: Santillana Publish-
ing Co., 1978.
Oml Language Tests for Bilingual Stu-
dents: An Evaluation of Language Domi-
nance and Proficiency Instruments.
Robert J. Silverman, Joslyn K. Noa,
Randall M. Russell. Portland, Ore-
gon: Northwest Regional Educational
Laboratory, 1977.
A Qualitative Review of Instruments
Used in Bilingual Education Progmms in
California. CABE Bilingual/Biculture
Test Evaluation Conference. Berkeley,
California: Bilingual Media Produc-
tions, 1978.
Tests that Measure Language Ability A
Descriptive Compilation. Thomas J.

Tests are neither magical
nor unfathomable . . .

tests are only one source
of information about students.

NABE and TESOL conferences. At
such conferences, presentations,
commercial and non-commercial
exhibitors and publishers as well as
the many individuals in attendance
are all potentially valuable sources of
information on bilingual/ESL testing.

The following printed resources
are also very useful:
Evaluation Instruments for Bilingual
Education. Austin, Texas: Dissemina- .
tion Center for Bilingual Bicultural
Education, 1975.
Assessment Instruments in Bilir
Education: A Descriptive Catalogw
342 Oml and Written Tests. Los
Angeles, California: National Dissem-
ination and Assessment Center,
CalState/LA, 1978.
EDAC Test Collection Catalogue: A
Description of Tests for Use in Bilingual
Education Progmms. Lynn Wolfsfeld.
Cambridge, Massachusetts: EDAC at
Lesley College, 1981.
A Guide To Assessment Instruments for
Limited English Speaking Students.
Barbara P. Pletcher, Nancy A. Locks,
Dorothy F. Reynolds, Bonnie G.
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Bve. Berkeley, California: Bay Area
Bilingua, Education League, 1979.

Conclusions

Our aim in this article has been to
define the main problems in identify-
ing and selecting tests fur bilingual
program evaluation and to oler the
reader some practical suggestions
and strategies to deal with those
problems. The problems are complex,
there is no denying that. You must
know scalething about bilingual
education, tests and program evalua-
tion to deal with the problems, but
you do nut :Ave to be an expert in
each area.

Tests are neither magical nor un-
fathomable. If professionally pre-
pared, a lot of thinkir3 goes into
them. They embody many elements:
philosophical and scientific points of
view on education and k iming, on
human development and curriculum,
perhaps even a point of view on life,

continued on p. 40
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1 Limbleton, R.K., and Cook, L.L. "Latent
liait Models and Their Use in the Analysis
of Educational Test Data." Journal of Educa-
tional Measurement, XIV (1977), 75-96.

Tallnudge, G.K. InterpretingNCEs: ESEA Title
I Etaluation and Reporting Systems Technical
Paper #2. Mountain View, California: RMC
Research Corporation, 1976.

Tallmadge, G.K., ?Ad Wood, C.T. Users Guide:
ESEA Title I Evaluation and Reporting System.
Mountain View, California: RMC Research
Corporation, 1976.

Troike, R.C. "SCALP: Social and Cultural
Aspects of Language Proficiency." Paper
presented at the Language Pmficiency
Assessment Symposium, Warrenton,
Virginia, March 1981,

Director's Notebook
cont. from page I

be unique in dealing with the vastly
more complex evaluation require-
ments of bilingual education.

In addition, these Computer-Evalu-
ation-Dissemination Centers would
provide services, technical assistance,
and materials in ownputer-based
instruction and other emerging tech-
nological applications within bilingual
education. Such Computer-Evalua-
tion-Dissemination Centers would
provide a vigorous new service-
based approach to educational ac-
countability

Paul G. Liberty
Director, EDAC/Lesley College
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Selecting Tests
cont. from pose 28

most certainly technical expertise,
research and much hard work.

The most important question,
perhaps, is why and how tests are
applied and used. In this writer's
view, tests are only one source of
information about students. If they
are used, they should be used to
help teachers teach and students to
learn better. Their role is to enhance
education, not to hamper it.

The same holds true for tests used
in program evaluation. Tests should
provide evidence for a fair judgement
about a program's accomplishments,
evidence that can be used to improve
the program and benefit student
learning and achievement. But test
should not be the only source of
evidence.
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Bilingual Journal VII:2 (1983). Evaluation,
Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilin-
gual Education, Lesley College, 49 Washington
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140.

Bilingual Journal is the quarterly publication of
the EDAC, Lesley College, and this issue of the
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PART TWO

CLASSROOM PRACTICES

FOR
BUILDING
ENGLISH
PROFICIENCY
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Culture and
the Classroom Teacher

The feature article selected for this section dis-
cusses how we become aware of culture in our-
selves and in others. Also included are annotations
of books and articles that present general consid-

erations about teaching in multicultural settings as
well as information about major minority language
groups in the United States.
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PERCEPTION AND COGNITIONBECOMING AWARE OF CULTURE IN OURSELVES

School personnel may realize that they need to be aware of the patterns of culture
In their students and the students' parents. But culture conflict is a two-way street; they
need to become aware of culture in themselves. Ideally, the more school personnel,
students, and parents are aware of their own cultural characteristics, the better all will
understand the potential areas of conflict between them.

Aren't we aware of culture in ourselves? The answer is "not entirely." One reason
has to do with problems of perception. When a white object Is placed against a white
background, it Is difficult or impossible to perceive It. But when a black object Is placed
against a white background, both object and background are easily perceived. Perception
and knowledge grasped through the senses as mediated by culture depends on contrast.
The more an object contrasts with its environment, the more readily It is perceived.

Becoming aware of our behavioral patterns also depends on contrast. In the United
States (and many other parts of the world), it Is a matter of custom and habit (as well as
law) to drive on the right side of the road. In our everyday lives, we seldom have
contrasting experiences that allow us to become aware of this behavioral pattern. Driving
on the right side of the road seems to be the natural thing to do. If we visit England
where it is a matter of custom, habit, and law to drive on the left side of the road, we
readily perceive that there is an alternative to our own customary behavior. This helps us
to realize that what seemed natural was actually mere convention.

dinarily, we are not aware that normal conversational distance between strangers
in tht .ited States is seldom less than two feet. Since nearly every stranger we meet
will t JW this customary habit, we have nothing with which to contrast it. If we
encounter someone from a different society (Cubans,Portuguese, and Hispanics, in
general) in which the customary distance in such situations is much shorter, we will tend
to back up and retreat from the pecson as he/she follows trying to converse with us (Hall,
1959.)

Anglo-Americans might congratulate themselves on having enough sense to keep a
proper distance when talking with others. Such self-congratulation would be deflated if
we were to come in contact with the Ponapeans of Micronesia. Ponapean people complain
that Americans get too close when they talk. From these examples, it is clear that it is
not always easy for us to perceive our own behavioral patterns.

The concept of culture includes, but is not identical with, the notion of socially
shared customary behavior. These behaviors, which we share with almost all people with
whom we come intOcontact, will not be obvious to us due to a lack of contrast. Thus, we
are not ordinarily aware of many aspects of our own culture. As Kluckhohn, an
anthropologist, said: "It would hardly be a fish who would discover water" (1949, p. 11).

An individual does tend to share behavior patterns with those whom he/she has an
intimate, long-term social interaction. We do not, however, share all behavior patterns
with everyone in our group. Kluckhohn (1943) relates the story of a newly arrived teacher
on a Navajo reservation who found the first grade girls intelligent and friendly while the
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boys were slow and uncooperative. It turned out that the teacher had the children making
pottery. It is hardly surprising that the boys were slow and uncooperative since the
behavior patterns involved in making pottery identify the person as a female among the
Navajo. Notice that In this example there are no differences in perceiving or describing
this behavior. It is the interpretations of the behaviors that are different. Not only do we
perceive events, we also process our perceptions internally and interpret them, that is, we
conceptualize. This Is cognition.

Overt socially shared behavior patterns are not confined merely to symbolic
communication. We can talk to ourselves internally. Human beings have the capacity to
be both subject and object, actor and audience, to themselves. We internalize social
experiences. Self-identification, to the extent that it is due to symbolic communication,
is an important aspect of culture within ourselves. Goodman, an anthropologist, says that
the sense of self

...depends heavily on languagelabels for self and
others, for [our] own and other persons' possessions. In
[the] secor year of life the child speaks and thinks
increasing y with the aid of linguistic tools. (Goodman,
1970, p. 26.

The concept of culture, therefore, must take into account both the observab!e
customary behaior a tterns and the inner symbolic communication of the individt 1.

Even though we car. .ot observe the latter directly in others, each of us can beoome aware
of it in ourselves. e ialysis of the observed behavior of others leads us to believe that
thought processes, st.,,..ra as those we can experience in ourselves, must be occurring in
others too but that ..o'netimes the thought processes differ.

CULTURAL RELATIVITY AND ETHNOCENTRISMBECOMING
AWARE OF CULTURE IN OTHERS

The U.S. Navy landed on a Pacific Island in World
War II. The health officer felt that the presence of
flies constituted a health problem that, wit' the
assistance of the natives, could be easily conquered.
He asked the chief to assemble his people, to whom he
gave a health lecture illustrating the horrors of
fly-borne diseases with a foot-long model of the
common house fly. He believed he had made his point
until the chief replied, "I can well understand your
preoccupation with flies in America. We have flies
here too, but fortunately they are just little fellows."
(Foster, 1962, p. 122)

This humorous story demonstrates how the interpretation of an experier.ce is
relative to the cultural background of the person having the experience. Thus, two people
with different cultural backgrounds may interpret and react to the same experience in
very different ways. This is what anthropologists mean by "cultural relativity."
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To assume the position of cultural relativity is to recognize that there is a wide
range of possible human responses to experiences because of differences in cultural
interpretation. It is also helpful for us to recognize that our own cultural interpretations
are a part of that range. If we know something about the range of cultural di f ferences in
human societies, we are better able to become aware of culture In ourselves by contrast.
Yo the extent that we are able to do this, we gain a great advantage in our efforts to
understand the culture of others and to avoid conflicts and misunderstandings in cross
cultural situations.

On a purely rational basis we may ogree that this is the best thing to do, but few of
,.s are likely to find it easy. Easiest Is the opposite of cultural relativity, ethnocentrism.
l'o be ethnocentric is to be sure that our own cultural .nterpretatkns are correct and
superior compared to the interpretations of those with different cultural backgrounds.
Humen beings generally tend to be ethnocentric. This is hardly sur4rIsing since a p.itive
self-linage Is partly based on our feelings of the positive worth of uur group's customs. In
addition, if our life expectations are being reasonably well met, we have a %,,;sted interest
In the survival and continuation e: the groups to which we tlelong and to their cultural
patterns.

At first glance, thil seems to pose a dilemma that cannot br solved: the questiol. of
hew we can be cultural relativist, if we are ethnocentric. It Is ni..1 necessary for us to
give up entirely our positive self-Images and tendencies toward e, -,icentrism In order tu
adopt a positior of cultural relativism. It is only a natter ,ff modifying the rigidity of onr
ethnoccntrism. Indeed, to brcome aware of ethnocentrism in ourselves may help us to
appreciate and respect ethnocentrism In others. Tolerance for cultural pluralism is
increased If we recognize that others have positive feelings about the worth of their
cultures, just as we do about oura. Ethnocentrism Is a disadvantage in successful cross
cultural relationships largely to the extent that we are unaware of it.

If we interpret the behavior of those who are culturally aifferent from ourselves
only in terms of our 0,.in rigid ethnocentrism, we will not be able to become aware of
their cultural characteristics or develop an understanding and appreciation of them.

Examles

1. In Micror;esia, the schools have been intarested in increasing the level of parent
participation. In dealing with this problem, the schools modeled along United
States' patterns are encouragee to use a parent participation plan that had been
developed in the United States. This plan assumed that the family is the nuclear
family of parents an idren where marriage is an arrangement between two
individuals. This assu.. 'lion is an ethnocentric one, since in Micronesia the family
can also include clan members beyond the nuclear family and can be understood only
in terms of village kinship organization.

2. In an American-staffed hospital on an islancl!n 'Polynesia, a hospital rule of
allowing only members of the immediate fami:y to visit critically ill was adopted.
Members of the hospital staff became extremely annoyed when large numbers of
people insisted that they were members of the
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Immediate family of critically 111 patients. Staff members, mostly Westerners,
concluded that Polynesians are awful liars. What they didn't understand was that in
Polynesian kinship system the kinship term used for the biological mother is also
used for her sisters and her husband's sisters; and the kinship term used for the
biological father is also applied to his brothers and his wife's brothers.
Furthermore, the kinship terms used for biological brothers and sisters are also used
for what we call cousins; all of these terms may be extended to even more remote'.y
related persons.

. The United States prides Itself on the efficiency of its industrialized sy:tern and
is often guilty of an ethnocentric attitude in evaluating the "inefficiency" of other
economic systems (i.e., that of peasants in the Third WovicD. In taking a closer look
at our own system, how efficient Is the common practice of closing factories on the
wt;ekends or beginning work 8 o'clock and stopping promptly at 3 o'clock? These
practices stem from the fact that our work is time oriented. In many societies,
work is task oriented. They work until a task is completed and do not feel
compelled to "make work" If there are no tasks that need to be done. Such people
would find our practices of "making work" or stopping work before tasks are
completed to be very Illogical and inefficient. Also, what sense does It make to
reserve one day (Sunday) for religion and not relate it to work?

4. Many Americans are often appalled by the descriptions of Initiation rites in
tribal societies where both men and women go through painful ceremonies to "come
of age." They may not be as appalled with the common practice in our own society
of keeping the aged In institutions where conditions are often very severe. Some
cultural groups would regard this as barbaric, since the aged in their societies are
given spec:al treatment and accorded high status.

Excerpt from:

Arvizu, Steven F., Warren A. Snyder, and Paul T. Espinosa. Derjaystityirathe Concest of
Culture: Thcoretical and Conceatual Tools. Bilingual Education Paper Series 3:11 (1980.

Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment Center
California State University
5151 State University Drive
Los Angeles, CA 90032
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This handbook is designed to assist school dis-
tricts in providing effective bilingual education
se:vices to Vietnamese-speaking students. The
publication includes general information about im-
migration patterns and history, educational back-
ground, and socio-cultural aspects of the Viet-
namese. It also contains very important information
regarding the student's language and the appro-
priate instructional programs that will help Viet-
namese students progress in the school.

Childhood Education, 60:2 (1983) Association
for Childhood Education International, 3615 Wis-
consin Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016.

This issue of Childhood Education entitled "The
New Arrivals," addresse..,ome vi the challenges
teachers ai l their recent immigrant students face
in schools. rticles in this issue discuss ethnicity
in the history of this counuy and its educational
system, characteristics or major groups of im-
migrants, such as Southeast Asians and the His-
panics, issues on bilingual-bicultural education,
and strategies for helping students adjust to the
new environment.



Cross-Caltural Learning in K-I2 Schools; For-
eign Students as Resource.s, 1982, Natkmal As-
sociation for Foreign Student Affairs, 1960 19th
Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009,

This book has been designed to assist teachers
in improving cross-cultural experiences for stu-
dents by using the rich international resources
schools have in their foreign students. The ideas
are practical und relate to a wide variety of school
activities and subjects,

ERIC Clearinghouse or Language and Lin-
guistics. "Indochinese Students in U.S. Schools:
A Guide for Administrators." Language in Ed-
ucation: Theory and Practice, 42, (1981). Center
for Applied Linguistics, 3520 Prospect Strret, NW,
Washington, DC 20007,

This book attempts to acquaint teachers and
administrators with the cultures of Indochinese
students, to identify the problems that both stu-
dents and teachers face, and to assist in identifying
possible solutions to those problems, The first part
includes history and background information on
Cambodians, Laotians, and the Vietnamese. The
second part describes the educational systems in
the Indochinese countries, provides guidelines for
the enrollment and placement of Indochinese stu-
dents, describes some of the problems Indochinese
students have in schools in the U.S., and offers
strategies to overcome those problems. The book
also lists a variety of agencies and educational
resources that teachers and admin.Arators can con-
tact for further information.

Ford, C.K. and A.M. Silverman. American
Cultural Encounters. 1981. The Alemany Press,
Post Office Box 5265, San Francisco, CA 94101.

This book contains a collection of situations
designed to stimulate discussion about intercul-
tural problems common to students from other
cultures in the United States. Some of the situa-
tions described are entitled, "When the Teacher
Arrives," "Late for Class," "I Need a Paper,"
and "Polite Requests."

Indochinese lkforinotion Patio, (no date) No-
tional nearinghouse for Bilingual Education, 1555
Wilson Boulevard, Suite 605, Rossiya, VA 22209.
(703) 522-0710 (800) 336.4560.

The first sections in the packet contain articles
about the Indochinese population in the United
States with emphasis on Indochinese cultures and
customs. Thr !.,s: sections of the packet include
information ro, i..41.,:cs and a directory of publishers
and distributors of resource materials,

Los Angeles Unified School District. Bridging
the Asian Language and Cultural Gap. A Hand-
l) )ok for Teachers. 1974. Division of Career and
Continuing Education Program. Los Angeles Un-
ified School District, Los Angeles, CA.

This handbook has been designed to help ESL
teachers work more effectively with Asian stu-
dents. Although intended for teachers of English
as a Second Language for adults, the phonological,
syntactical, and cultural information included is
relevant to teachers at other levels. The cultural
information focuses on four major groups: China,
Japan, Korea, and the Philipines.

National Multilingual, Multicultural Materials
Development Center. Cultural Issues in Educa-
tion. A Book of Readings. 1978. Evaluation, Dis-
semination and Assessment Center, California State
University, 5151 State University Drive, Los An-
geles, CA 90012. Catalog Code Number PR-004.

Articles in this collection recognize the value
of a multicultural society and address multicul-
turalism from the viewpoint of teacher prepara-
tion, curriculum development, the instructional
process in multicultural settings, and testing.

Nine-Curt, C.J. Non-Verbal Communication in
Puerto Rico. 1976. Evaluation, Dissemination and
Assessment Center for Bilingual Education, Les-
ley College, 49 Washington Avenue, Cambridge,
MA 02140.
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This publication identities and describes the body
language of Puerto Ricans and others from Latin
American cultures. It provides guidelines for in,
terpreting smiles, hand gestures, posture, and other
non-verbal cues.

Nine-Curt, C,J, Teacher Training Pack fOr
Course on Cultural Awarene,u, 1976. Evaluation,
Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilin-
gual Education, Lesley College, 49 Washington
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140. Catalog Code
Number 078-6.

This training puck describes a cultural aware-
ness course that helps trainees examine their per-
ceptions of their own cultural backgrounds.

Ramirez III, M. and A. Castarieda. Cultural
Democracy, Bic-op:dive Development, and Edu-
cation. 1974. Academic Press, Inc., I I I Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10003.

This book addresses the basis for educational
pluralism. The concept of cultural democracy as-
sumes that a person is entitled to maintain his or
her values and language while learning to accept
the values and language of the larger society.

The goals of a cultural democracy are to help
culturally different children to function effectively
in two cultures and develop the ability to learn in
the two cognitive styles: field sensitive and field
independent.

Although the book focuses on the Mexican-
American student, the basic premises apply to
children from other cuttural backgrounds. Chap-
ters 6 and 7 suggest ways of assessing cognitive
styles and suggest teacher training strategies and
curriculum and classroom applications.

Rosenoff, W.E. A Multicultural Alternative
Curriculum. Asian Bilingual Education Teacher
Handbook. 1982, pp. 89-96. Evaluation, Dissem-
inatior and Assessment Center for Bilingual Ed-
ucation, Lesley College, 49 Washington Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02140.
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This article identifies teas of learner charac-
teristics that influence the instructional and learn-
ing process in multicultural classrooms: locus of
eonirol, cognitive leaming styles, and time per-
spectives nescriptions of these learner charac-
teristics are followed by curriculum design con-
siderations, The author concludes with a suggested
list of activities to help teachers and administrators
increase the educational performance of students.

Saville-Troike, M. A Guide to Culture in the
Classroom, 1978, National Clearinghouse for Bi-
lingual Education, 1555 Wilson Boulevard, Suite
605, Rosslyn, VA 22209. (703) 522-0710 (800)
336-4560. Catalog Code Number P067.

This guide explores the interplay between lan-
guage, culture, and education. It suggests training
strategies and applications of cultural information
in the classroom, in curriculum development, and
in evaluation. The list of questions in the chapter.
"Questions to A! k About Culture" provides
guidelines for c btaining accurate cultural infor-
mation and using k nat information for instructional
purposes.

Tam Thi D. Wei. Vietnamese Refugee Stu-
dents. A Ilandh, , for School Personnel (Second
Edition). 1980. Evaluation, Dissemination and
Assessment Center for Bilingual Education, Les-
ley College, 49 Washington Avenue, Cambridge,
MA 02140. Catak : Code Number 164-2.

This handbook contains information about Viet-
namese studentstheir style of living and their
difficulties in adjusting to living in the United
States. The handbook presents case studies and
suggests solutions to problems. Bibliographies are
also included.

Young, J. and J Lum, eds. Asian Bilingual
Education Teacher Handbook. 1982. Evaluation,
Dissemination and Assessment Center for Bilin-
gual Education, Lesley College, 49 Washington
Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140. Catalog Code
Number 089-1.



This comprehensive handbook includes ideas,
information, and materials to help teachers work
with East Asian students, primarily litudonts qoin
China. Korea, and Japan: Appendices 6, 7, 8, 9,
11 , 13, and 14 deal with Asian cultures in genera!,
and with Korean, Chinese, and Japanese cultures
in particular,

Your New to. in the United States, Center for
Applied Linguistics, 3520 Prospect Street, NW,
Washington, DC 20007,

These handbooks are available in VICtilarn0c,
Lao, Hmong, Khmer, and Cantonese Chinese,
They are imended to help reft4: ,cs become ac-
quainted with different aspect% 0, !.ie in the United
States.

The following materials are free from the Ref-
ugee Materials Center, U.S. Department of Ed-
ucation, 324 East Ilth Street, 9th Floor, Kansas
City, MO 64106.

The Center will send you a catalog and single
copies of these materials. Please use the code num-
bers when ordering.

Ellis, A.A. The Assimilation and Acculturation
of Indochinese Chil lren Into Ameri Culture.
Report commiss. I by the Califot Depart-
ment of Social Ser .:es. Code Nc, 4c1' ,40.

This report discusses the co di iinese
children have in assimilating. It . ,cribes
general cross-cultural differences, and other issues
such as newcomers and unaccompanied minors.

A Gloode so Too Cithorei.
A bilingual pa,..kei in Vietnam e and l'Aigh*h.

Indochinese Acs6aies 11 owlhoo4, tirades K 5,
Code No. 700-01 I

This handbtiok provOks kliltUral information
aboot Cani4oslion, Lao, and VICIHMese 04114(0
Ii ith'Ilides sample lesson plans.

lrodochmese Children and hinalies 01'rr.
view: Rocarch Carhule No 4, Code No.
044.

This paper provides an historical and demo-
graphic profile of the Indochinese and disci.sses
the status of children and problems in resettlement.

Laotian Themes. Code No. 4204X)8.
This handbook talkN about the culture and the

educational ysteins of LAOS.

Linguistic and Cultural Adjustment of Asian
Students, Code No, 700-011.

Tips on the Care and Adjustment of Lao and
Cambodian Children in the United States. Code
No. 420-029.

Approaches to increasing understanding of ref-
ugee behavior, actions, and background.

Understanding Your Loatian Students. Code No.
420-015.

This is an orientation to teachers of students
from Laos.
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Assessment
of LEP Students

Assessment is one of the most controversial
areas in the field of education for limited English
proficient students. One consequence of the con-
troversy over assessment is that many school dis-
tricts have moved away from using only stan-
dardized measures and have begun using batteries
of measures, which include both standardized and
locally developed tests.

There is a wealth of data on the topic of as-
sessment. Obviously, the entries included in this
section are not exhaustive. As a feature article for

this section we have IA Int he TESOL Statement
on Statewide Program_ oi Competency Testing
because it offers sound criteria to be considered
when developing a testing program. Most biblio-
graphic entries describe general considerations in
testing the LEP student. Also included are a sam-
ple language identification form and a sample
structured interview. Teachers and administrators
are encouraged to consult the National Clearing-
house for Bilingual Education for additional in-
formation about testing the LEP student.
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N3/412V TESOL STATEMENT ON STATEWIDE PROGRAMS OF COMPETENCY TESTING

Mare than 60% of the states of the United States have mandated programs of com-
petency testing in the basic skills during the last few years, and several more
are about to do so. Because the insights gained from recent movements of com-
petency-based program dosign and of individualized instruction have made us in-
creasingly aware of the complex nature ".4.s kind of measurement, we would
like to bri o your attention the ' considerations to bear in mind
when planning a testi-g program.

A. The professional organizations and academic departments specializing in the teach-
ing of English to speakers of other languages provide expertise and should be consult-
ed when decisions are made concerning competency testing of students whose home lan-
guage or dialect is other than standard English.

B. Parents of the.groups being tested and the students themselves need to be consult-
ed. Questions about relevance and appropriateness of topics, the language to be test-
ed, and the purposes of the tests all need student and parent input.

C. The development of effective measurement instruments is time consuming and costly,
but we warn against any cost saving shortcuts ttat might be considered.

1. Translating existing tests from one language to another does not result in
a reliable instrument.

2. Tests developed for or normed on native speakers of a language are not valid
or reliable indicators of the language knowledge or skills of a person who
is not a native speaker of that language.

3. Tests of proficiency in the modern foreign languages designed for English-
speaking students in the U.S. are scaled inappmopriately to measure the tal-
ents and knowledge of students who are native speakers of those languages.

D. No single instrument can adequately measure students' competency in the basic
skills. We urge, therefore, that a variety of opportunities be given to students to
demonstrate what they know,and that decisions regarding competency never be made an
the basis of a single test.

E. Sound objectives and precise goals are essential to any effective testing program.
Therefore, the starting point must be to reach agreement on the meaning of "basic" in
"basic skills." (For example, specialists in the area of reading know that different
reading-skills are "basic" to different purposes. What is the purpose of the reading
test in your state? To assure success in an academic career? To assure success in a
vocation? To document that a student can read directions? a manual? a novel? an
application form?)

F. Knowledge of language must be separated from knowledge of subject matter. A test
of one should not be used to measure competency in the other.

It is particularly important that, as a student is acquiring a second language or
dialect and is concurrently adding to this knowledge in subject matter areas, the test-
ing of the latter be conducted in the first language.

Further, it is of utmost importance that students who are acquiring knowledge of
the language and the content areas simultaneously receive the benefit of considerable
instruction in both areas before being tested in either.



G. Because students whose home language is other than standard English may enter a
curriculum late in its progression, it is imperative that alternative measures be
provided for the testing of late-arriving students.

H. We support a program of assessment which periodically measures the progress of
each student, a program of assessment which helps ensure educational success for
all students by providing a measurement of what the school needs to do to help the
student, e.g., offer remediation or programs of career ,;uidance. We oppose an
assessment program to weed out students, to end their a:ademic advancement.

The above statement was prepared by a special task force
of experts in the field of English as a Second Language.
It was approved by the Executive Committee of TESOL
(Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages),
an international professional organization of 8000 members,
at its meeting in Boston an March 3, 1979.

Capies available without charge from:

TESOL
455 Nevils Building
Georgetown University
Washington, DC 20057
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Bibliographic Entries:
Assessment
of LEP Students

Cohen, A.D. Testing Language Ability in the
Classroom. 1981. Newbury House Publishers,
Rowley, MA 01969.

This book offers practical suggestions for teach-
ing and testing language skills. It focuses on the
process of testing as well as -1 he construction
of test items. Attention i; 1 the scorir:g,
evaluation, and analysis ilts .

Cummins, J. "Tests, Achievement, and Bilin-
gual Students." FOCUS. 9 (1982). National
Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education, 1555 Wil-
son Boulevard, Suite 605, Rosslyn, VA 22209.
(703) 522-0710 (800) 336-4560.

This article gives an overview of the inadequa-
cies of ability and achievement tests with LEP
students, and reviews recent research evidence
related to the relationship between language pro-
ficiency and academic achievement and its im-
plications for testing LEP students.

Erickson, J.G. and D.R. Omark. eds. Com-
munication Assessment of the Bilingual-Bicultural
Child. 1981. University Park Press, 300 North
Charles Street, Baltimore, MD 21201.

A principal objective of this book is to en-
courage the use of interpretive assessment prac-

,52

tices to supplement discrete point tests. Chapters
6-9 review selected language assessment tests and
include practical considerations for evaluating them.
The administrator or specialist in charge of pro-
grams for LEP students might find these chapters
helpful in making decisions on implementing as-
sessment procedures.

Appendix A provides suggestions for inter-
viewing children to assess their communicative
competence. Appendix B is an annotated bibli-
ography on communication assessment of the
bilingual child.

Guidelines for the Establishment and Imple-
mentation of Entry and Exit Ciiteria for Bilingual
Programs. 1983. Ohio Departinent of Education,
Division of Equal Educational Opportunities, Lau
Center Section, 65 Scuth Front Street, Columbus,
Ohio 43215.

A handbook designed to aid planners, admin-
istrators, and school, college, and um ,'ersity
teaching personnel in the planning, establishment,
and implemer,tation of entry and exit criteria and
procedures for language minority students. The
section on exit criteria stresses the importance of
assessing not only oral language proficiency, but
those language skills the student will need to be
successful in studying the content areas. Both
standardized and informal language measurement
instruments are described.
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Montero, M., ed. Bilingual Education Teachers
Handbook. Volume II: Language Issues in Mul-
ticultural settings. 1979. Evaluation, Dis5emi-
nation and Assessment Center for Bilingual Ed-
ucation, Lesley College, 49 Washington Avenue ,

Cambridge, MA 02140.

This book includes fonr articles that discuss
language from the perspectives of language pol-
icies in the United States, the role of langw.,qe in
bilingual classrooms, criteria for languag.. as-
sessment of limited English proficient students,
and special needs language assessment proce-
dures.

Morrisroe, S. "Using Native Speaker Infor-
mants in Informal Testing." TESOL Secondary
Interest Section Newsletter. 6:1, Fall, 1983.
TESOL. 455 Nevils Building, Georgetown Uni-
versiiy, Washington, DC 20057.

This article offers suggestions for using native
speakers effectively in taping or admini .ring lo-
cally developed tests.

Northwest Regional Education Laboratory. As-
sessment Instruments in Bilingual Education: A
Descriptive Catalog of 342 Oral and Written Tests.
1978. Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment
Center. California State University, 5151 State
University Drive, Los Angeles, CA 90032. Cat-
alog Number PR-001.

This catalog lists and descrioes rests in 38 dif-
ferent languages ranging from kindergarten to adult
education levels. Tests are organized by cate-
gories: language proficiency,, language domi-
nance, self-concept, socio-mltural aspects, read-
ing, achievement, and interests. The information
in the catalog will be useful to teachers or ad-
ministrators in selecting tests that best fit their
student populations and programs.

011er, J.W., Jr. Language Tests at School. 1979.
Longman Group Limited, London.

The author discusses the issues involved in lan-
guage testing, contrasts discrete point testing and

pragmatic testing as reflections of the view of
language either as a form or as a tool for com-
munication, and gives practical recommendations
for language testing.

Of special interest for classroom teacheA is
ChPpter HI (pp. 262-400) describing testing tech-
niques from the point of view of their applicability
am+ their ieliability in classroom situations. Tech-
niques for preparing, administering, and scoring
the tests are described.

Pletcher, B., N. Locks, D. Reynolds, and B.
Sisson. A Guide to Assessment Instruments for
Limited English-Speaking Students. 1978. Santi-
llana Publications, 257 Union Street, Northvale,
NJ 07647.

A collection of tests in a variety of languages
for assessing, among other factors, language dom-
inance, achievement, learning styles. Test anno-
tations include descriptive, technical, cultural, and
linguistic information and comments about the
appropriateness of the test.

Valette, R.M. Modern Lan auage Testing. 1977.
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, ., 757 Third Av-
enue, New York, NY 10017.

This handbook on foreign language testing is
div'led into three parts: Principles and Procedures
of Testing, Methods of Evaluation, and Current
Developments. The third part addresses the issue
of modern language testing in bilingual and ESL
programs. The appendix includes the descriptions
of commercial language tests and a bibliography.

Wolfsfeld, L., ed. EDAC Test Collection Cat-
a16gue: A Description of Tests for Use in Bilingual
Education Programs. 1983. Evaluation, Dissem-
ination, and Assessment Center for Bilingual Ed-
ucation, Lesley College, 49 Washington Avenue,
Cambridge, MA 02140.

This collection contains about two hundred tests,
classified under seven headings, and cross-refer-
enced by language. Annotations for each test pro-
vide information that teachers, administrators, and
evaluators will find useful in test selection.
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LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION FORM

ARLINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS (07.08062) Revised 7/82

LANGUAGE IOENTIFICATION FORM

lo be completed at registration for all incoming students

Name School Student 0

Last

1. What

2. What

3. What

Birthdate /

First

is the first languale that the student learned to speak?

language does the student speak most often outside of school?

language do other People speak most often where the student lives?

Refugee yes

If response to AT LEAST two questions is NOT Englisn, stuaent snould be referi--
to the Intake Center for English language testing and for comOletion of form

/ Sex / /

Country of Origin

ForMer School if APS Entry Grade U.S. Entry no

Grade Placement

Primary/Native Language Civil Rights 10

Informal Assessment Tasks in Native Lan ua e

APS
entry
date

ChronoVogicai
age

Years
of Previous
Schooling

Grade
Completed

Motor Numpers Computation Reaoing Writing Recommended
Grade

ESOL/H!LT/H!LTEX Plac m nt
ACOP
Raw/converted

N1LT/NILTEX
test

Paragraph Program
recommendation

Native Language Oral
Language test

WRITE COPY
School Office

YELLCM COPY
Intake Center

-38-

CARO COPY
ESOL/HILT Teacher

Reprinted with permission from the Arlington Public Schools, Arlington, Virginia.
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Department of /nteragency, Alternative,
and Supplementary Programs

Assessment Procedures (Cont'd)

Teacher Evaluation

Structured Interview

Description:

The Teacher Evaluation/Structured Interview (TE/SI) will be useful in the
initial assessment of both the student's oral abilities as well as his under-
standing in a direct conversation situation.. The interview questions that
follow on pp.14-15 suggest a setting in whiCh the flow of conversation can be
controlled to determine if the student undecstands specific grammar points. He/
she should be encouraged (but not required) to answer in complete sentences with
the interviewer making an effort to elicit responses which show the student's
control of the structure points indicated.

The TE/SI serves a dual purpose. First, much information about the student will
be obtained in this less formal testing situation. The student has a chance on
a one-to-one basis to tell the teacher about himself and to express his ideas
in English. Second, the teacher can note specific grammar points which the
student has fluent control of and the teacher can also identify some structures
which the student understands but cannot produce. During the interview it will
also became apparent when the student has neither understanding of nor speaking
control of the pattern or structure point.

Administration:

The structured interview should take 5-10 minutes. The student and teacher sit
alone in a quiet place. The student ould be made comfortable and should not
feel that he/she is in an intensive testing situation.. The teacher should ex-
plain that he/she is going to ask the student some questions which he/she wants
the student to answer. The teacher will be listening to the answers to learn
something about his/her English speaking ability. The teacher may refer to the
question sheet in order to keep the conversation moving.

During the interview the teacher should not indicate that a response is
III correct" or "incorrect" but should respond in a natural way to the information
given ("That's interestingl," "That's too bad!," "So dot" etc.). After
the interview, when the student has left the room, the teacher should score the
interview as quickly as possible while impressions of the interview are still
fresh in mind.

IV-161 (0 copyright 55
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Department of Interagency, Alternatii,.,
and SupplemeLtary Programs

Assessment Procedures (Coned)

Not all of the questions must be asked. In most instances, the Tiesv.ons can
be thought of as prompters or iriitiators into an area of questioning, Often the
studenes.responses will prompt the next question. The questions are w.ritten
somewhat in order of difficulty, but are to be used only as suggestions.'

The interview can stop when: 1) the student reaches a point where he/she no
longer understands the question even if it is rephrased several times; e.g.,
A student who cannot understand or use the past tense would not be forced to
continue to present perfect or conditional tense in questions.; 2) the student
cannot respond, or he/she hesitates to the point of feeling awkward and un-
comfortable; 3) the teacher feels that enough structure information has been
obtained. The interview should have a natural and friendly conclusion.

Many students will tend to give one-word answers (e.g., "Yes," or "Read,",
etc.). The teacher can rephrase questions or use devices such as "Tell me
about ...." or "Describe ...." in order to elicit full sentences. Encourage-
ment and response from the teacher during-the session will lighten the atmos-
phere and loosen the tongue.

Es o

See the "Guidelines for Scoring Structure,- Interview" on the following pages.

After conducting the structured interview, using the Guidelines for Scoring
Structured Interview, the teacher should circle the number of the rating for
each aspect of speaking ability on the ELPATW, add the numbers together, and
record the sum of the ratings on the line provided. This score for the TE/SI
is written on the ELPASR in the appropriate box. The maximum score possible
is 30 points.

IV-13 copyright
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Department of IntA,regemy, ,k1;.er,Arive,
end !;upple.111.ntary

110/11.11.11.11101w41.11 IMO.

Assessment Procedures (Cont.1d)

Structures

Imperative
WH-questions

Pres. simple

S + V + DO, some/any

Structured Tntervisw nuestions

S + LV + ADJ
ADJ - comp. & superlative

Pres. continuous
Past

listen for control
of both regular
and irregular forms

S + V + 10 + DO

Dependent Clause

Past Progressive

Participle or infinitive
phrase

91,41111Ans

Hello, my name is
Please sit down.
What's your name? Last name"!

How old are you?
Where are you from? Is (country)

near/far from here?
Tell me about your family ...

Do you have a brother, a sister?
Do you have any brothers, any

sisters?
Is your brother/sister/mother/father
here with you?

Describe your mother/father, etc.
(indicate by gesture- height, point
to hair, eyes)
Is your (sister) taller than your
brother)?

Who is the tallest in your family?
Are you studying (math) in this school?
When did you come to the United States?

How did you come here?
(If recent arrival)

Please tell me about your trip here
When did you leave (country)?
When did you stop and visit?
What did you do/see there?
What did you do on the last day you

were in your country?
What did your friends/relatives tell you

before you left (country) ?
tid you study English before you came to

the U. S.? Where? How long?
What did you do last Sat./Sun./week in the

summer?
Was it fun? Did you like it? Where

did you go after that? Was it
raining, sunny? Who went with you?

What do you like doing/to do after
school every day?

IV-14
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Dap rtment of Interagency, Alternative,
end Supplementary Programs

Assessment Procedures (Cont'd)

Modal - can

Future

Present Perfect

Conditional - real

Conditional - unreal

Modals

Modals

Can you swim7 platy soccer?, dance? Do
you like to?

How long ere you going to stay in the
U. S.?

What will you do this afternoon when you
go home?

What will you do thit weekend?
Have you ever visited another country?

Tell me about it. What did you see/
do?

Have you been to the White House in
Washington, D. C.? The Washington
Monument? etc.

Have you visited any interesting places
since you've COMd here?

Have you ever played tennis/soccer/
baseball?

What grades do you get if you study for
a test?

If you could live in any country in the
world, where would you live? visit?
why?

If you had $1,000, what would you do/
buy? why?

ELEMENTARY LEVEL -
What would you like to be when you

grow up?
SECONDARY LEVEL

What would you like to do/be when
you finish high school?

What should you do in school to get
ready for

5 8
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Department of Interagency, Alternative
and Supplementary Progrema

Ageeatiment Procedures (Contld)

Guidelines for Scoring Structured Interview

K-5

Pronunciation

0. No meaningful utterances produced
2. Understanding difficult, due to pattern and structure errors; conoen-

trated listening with frequent repetiticus necessary
4. Occasional mispronunciations which do Irt interfere with understandIng;

would not be taken for a native spela,r
6. Native-like pronunciation

Grammar

O. No meaningful utterances produced
2. Some control of major patterns; meaning frequently obscures
4. Some patterns still weak; meaning obscured
6. Native-like use of grammar patterns

Vocabulary

O. No meaningful utterances produced
2. Vocabulary limited to basic personal and survival areas; insufficient

for even the simplest conversation
4. Sufficient vocabulary to function in most everyday situations but

choice of words often inaccurate
6. Native-like use of vocabulary

2.21.92

O. No meaningful utterances produced
2. Speech very slow, hesitant and/or irregular
4. Speech occasionally hesitant with some rephrasing
6. Native-like fluency

Comprehension

C. No meaningful utterances produced
2. Responds to very slow, very simple speech; requires constant repetittn

and rephrasing
4. Responds to somewhat simplified speech with occasional repetition or

rephrasing
6. Native-like comprehension
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Guidelines for Scorin. Structured Intervie...,
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Pronunciation

0. No meaningful utterances produced
1. PronUnciation usually unintelligible
2. Understanding difficult and frequent rep-stition necessary due to

frequent pattern and structure errors
3. Concentrated listening necessary; mispronunciation leading to

occasional misunderstanding
4. Occasional mispronunciations' with no interference In con-lunt..:ation
5. No conspicuous mispronunciations, but would not be taken tor a

native speaker
6. Native-like pronunciation

Grammar

O. No meaningful utterances produced
1. Grammar almost entirely inaccurate
2. Little control of major patterns; errors frequently obscuring meaning
3. Control of major patterns; errors causing occasional misunderstanding
4. Iome patterns still weak; errors not interfering with communication
5. Few errors with almost native-like use of grammar patterns
6. Native-like use of grammar patterns

Vocabulary

O. No meaningful utterances produced
1. Insufficient vocabulary for even the simpiebt conversation
2. Vocabulary limited to basic personal and survival areas
3. Inaccurate choice of words; vocabulary limited to common school-

related and social topics
4. Sufficient vocabulary to discuss special interests and to fur- i in

most everyday situations
5. Well-developed vocabulary; expresses complex ideas clearly
6. Native-like use of vocabulary

Fluency

O. No meaningful utterances produced
1. Spoech halting and fragmentary; conversation virtually impossible
2. Speech very slow and uneven except for common phrases
3. Speech frequently hesitant and irregular
4. Speech occasionally hesitant with some rephrasing
5. Speech effortless and smooth, but perceptibly non-native
6. Native-like fluency
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Comprehension

O. No meaningful responses pteduced
1. Insufficient response for evon the simplest type of conversation

2. Responds ro only slow, very simple speecb; requires Fonstant repetition
3. Responds to careful, somewhat simplified speech with frequent repetiti

and rephrasing
4. Responds to normal speech but required occasional repetition or

rephrasing
5. Responds to normal speech well except for very colloquial or low-

frequency items
o. Native-like comprehension

Reprinted with permission by the Division of ESOL/Bilingual Programs, Montgomery
County r-ublic Schools, Rockville, Maryland.
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Assigning grades to LEP students is a major
concern for classroom teachers, ')ne of the ways
to deai with grading LEP students k to dcyclop
differentiated go and objectives. These differ-
entiated goals and objectives must consider stu-
dents English proficiency and must be measur-
able.

Developing Goals
and Objectives
for the LEP Student

Extensive literature exists on the general topic
of developiag objectives. However. very little has
been written about adapting goals and objectives
for LEP students, To frovidc backgrounds this
section includes an annotation of material con-
taining practical information about developing oh-
jectives in general. Other entries focus on devel-
oping objectives specifically for LEP students,
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Chapter 3 describes five general principles for
constructing objectives, providing examples of both
faulty and well-constructed objectives. This chap-
ter also includes annotated cognitive and affective
taxonomies.
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A section in this book (pp. 169-176) gives prac-
tical suggestions for developing differentiated les-
sons that take into account students' learning styles
and abilities. Steps in le,' preparation and a
sample lesson are presei
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Learning
a Second Language

This portion of the Resource Book contains a
feature article that summarizes res.arch findings
in second language learning and examines the sig-
nificant applications of these findings for class-
room teachers. The bibliographic entries following

article have been selected because they expand
on the topic of language acquisition and suggest
practical applications in elementary and secondaly
classrooms.
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Why is researth important to the teacher?

Though more research remains to be done before we have
anything approaching definitive answers to the questior of
how best to promote second language learning, we do know
already that some procedures still used in classrooms are con-
trary to what has been discovered about the second language
learning process. Some of the findings of recent secor, I
language acquisition research studies can be applied to the
bilingual classroom where English is a second language.

Research is important for teachers because it investigate!,
which solutions work best for which problems, in which situ-
ations, with which learners. The more practitioners in bi-
lingual programs know about research findings, the more
effective they can be in planning, implementing, and evaluat-
ing their programs.

All of us encounter a time lag problem in keeping up
with research. Months, or even a year or more, usually pass
between completion of a study and publication of its results.
Additional time lags occur between publication and incor-
poration into course work in preservice and in-service
teacher training. By the time that new research findings are
reflected in com &rcial instructional materials, a good deal of
additional time has elapsed. For this reason, many materials
for ESL and language development presently in use are no
longer current in their methodology or psychological ap-
proach. They ask children to practice s natural sentences
that they do not understand; they req ;aningless repe-
tition. Both teachers and children are bored by this kind of
material, and it is no wonder that little learnirig takes piace.

The only way that concerned teachers can compensate
for the time lag in availability of materials that reflect new
findings about second language learning is to keep up with
current research, analyze its findings, and apply them to their
teaching approaches and instructional materials. This is ask-
ing a lot of teachers, who are often submerged in the details
of daily planning and human interaction in their dasses.
However, many do find the time to read journals, take ad-
vantage of the resources of local university research efforts,
and discuss implications of research with their colleagues.
Another source of information about current research in bi-
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lingual education is the National Clearinghouse for Bilingual
Education, which not only maintains a hotline to answer spe-
cific questions, but also provides information through its
newsletter FORUM and through its publications. A new
NCBE service is Research On-Line, which enables users to
find out about current, unpublished research efforts relevant
to bilingual education.

Teachers and administrators who are informed about
current research are better prepared to analyze and evaluate
instructional methods and materials, changing and adapting
them where needed to make them congruent with new
knowkdge.

This paper first presents an overview of major research
areas Ln second language acquisition, referring to a sample of
studies whose findings seem to have dear implications for the
classroom. After that, a Second Language Learning Model
that incLrporates many of the recent research findings into a
taxonomic scheme is described. Finally, criteria and guide-
lines for applying second language acquisition research find-
ings to the bilingual classroom are proposed.

Four major areas of particular importance to the class-
room teacher in current second language acquisition research
are: comparison of first and second language acquisition;
social, affective, and cognitive factors; second language in-
put; and second language learning in school settings. These
categories are not mutually exdusive, for many studies con-
sider various of these interrelated aspects of second language
acquisition, but they do serve as useful descriptors of research
concerns that have significant implications for classroom
teachers.

Is second language learning
similar to first language learning?

Comparison of first and second language acquisition proces-
;es, though 1,ot a new area of research, continues to claim the
attention of many investigators, impelled perhaps by the
increasingly sophisticated research being done on first
language acquisition. Present research reveals many similari-
ties between first and second language acquisition, as well as
some differencts.

For both first and second language learners, meaning is
the key to linguistic development. Children remember and
use language that is meaningful. They learn through a crea-
tive construction process of putting together the bits of the
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langua f. they know, rather than by eAirt imitation of sen-
tence models. For childrenas for all of ut the purpose of
language is the communication of meaning, and they will use
whatever means is available to them to both understand and
communicate the meaning of a message. Both fast and sec-
ond language learners begin to express thei, ,neanings
through an interlanguage, which is an approximation of the
adult or native speaker model and which contains Liany
omissions, overgeneralizations, and errors in grammar, pro-
nunciation, and vocabulary. It resembles telegraphic speech
in many ways, for words (and even parts of words) not essen-
tial to the meaning are routinely omitted. The stages through
which children mowv in this interlanguage are the same for
many children (Chun, 1980), though individual differences in
order of acquisition of certain structures have been pointed
out by some researchers. Arguments over whether the order
of acquisition of grammatical forms is the same for all first
language learners, and similar or identical for all second
language learners, tend to obscure the fact that is mosi impor-
tant to teachersthat children do not begin by uttering per-
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fectly formed, grammatically correct sentences when learn.
ing a language. They inevitably produce a great deal of in
complete or incorrect language which they gradually cor-
rect themselves as they try to match their language to the
models they hear. Also important to teachers is the fact that
children want to match their language to models they hear. In
other words, when children make language errors, teachers
should not assume that the fault lies either in the child or in
the teaching method, for errors are a natural part of language
leaf ning.

Another similarity between first and second language
acquisition can be found in the existence of what Krashen
(1980) terms the silent period, or delay in the onset of speech. In
natural learning situations, children apparently need to listen
to a great deal of language and make at least some sense of it
before they are it..4 atternpt :,peech. The implications for
the ESL teacher are obvious: more time and attention should
be given to listening activities at the beginning stages, and
children should not be forced to speak until they feel ready
to do so on their own.

Mother similarity between first and second language
acquisition can be found in the uses to which language is put.
The young child just beginning to talk does so for functional
purposes: to request something, to get information, to pro-
vide information, to express anger, fear, pleasure, or sur-
prise. When these linguistic functions are not fundamental to
the second language learning process, children quickly lose
interest and are hard to motivate. Few children care about
language for language's sake. They want an immediate and
practical purpose to which they can put the language. For the
teacher, this means creating situations in which children can
use the new language for functional ends. Examples would be
social interaction with English-speaking children, learning
how to get out of trouble by apologizing, making excuses or
explaining intentions, and requesting information or services.

The most obvious difference between first language ac-
quisition and acquisition of a second language by a school-
age child is the considerable difference in ages. The
emergence of speech in a one-year-old is quantitatively and
qualitatively different from 0-t beginning stages of second
language acquisition in a five- or seven-year-old. The age dif-
ference reflects both cognitive and social factors, for the older
learner is de, iopmentally more mature and has different
social needs than the younger learner. A critical period for
second language acquisition has been ret-ded by many
researchers, who have discovered that older learners can learn
faster than younger ones. Some suggest that second language
learners are best at learning certain features of the new
language at different ages (Chun, 1980). However, it has been
shown that in the long run, children do better at learning a
second language than do adults (Krashen, Lon& and Scar-
cella, 1979). Reasons advanced are that children have a longer
period of time in which to acquire the second language, and
their affective filter (Dulay and Burt, 1977) is weaker than an
adult's and thus allows more of the new language to get in
and become usable input. Ervin-Tripp (1978) studied the
acquisition of French by thirty-one English-speaking children
in Geneva, ranging in age from four to nine, and found that
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the older children learned phonology, morphology, and syn-
tax faster than the younger children. She attributed this to the
fad that older children know more about language through
their first language proficiency and that they have developed
more sophisticated cognitive strategies for learning in
general.

Another obvious difference between first and second
language acquisition lies in the absence or presence of a pre-
vious language. The young child must acquire language in
order to communicate at all with other human beings,
whereas the school-age second language learner already has a
system of effective communication and may or may not feel
the desire to communicate with speakers who do not share
this initial communication system. The presence of a first
language can help a second language learner in many ways,
for a great deal is already known about how language works.
Borrowing from the first language is often a successful learn-
ing strategy, and when the borrowing is not successful, the
learner usually discards it as soon as the correct expression in
the second language is learned.

The teacher needs to provide opportunities for children
to use their second language for real communicative purposes
with English-speaking peers and adults. He or she should also
capitalize on what children already know about language
through their first language so they can make successful
transfers and correct generalizations to the second language.

How do individual differences
affect second language learning?

Social and affective factors and differing cognitive learning
styles have been found to significantly affect second
language learning. The attitude of learners toward the cul-
tural group that speaks the second language and their greater
or lesser desire to participate in that group has as much effect
on the success of their second language acquisition as do their
aptitude and verbal intelligence. According to Lambert
(1981), a favorable set of attitudes and motivation can corn-
pensate for a lack of natural aptitude for acquiring a second
language and can predict successful learning of that language.
The implications for teachers are clear. Children can develop
positive feelings about native English speakers only if those
speakers are concerned, caring individuals to whom limited-
English-proficient children can relate personally. Teachers
should not only examine their own attitudes, but also strive
to establish attitudes of acceptance, appreciation, and esteem
in their native-English-speaking students.

Research on differing cognitive styles and types of learn-
irig strategies highlights the fact that individual differences
must be considered in second language acquisition as well as
in all other aspects of learning. Ventriglia (1982) has identi-
fied three basic types of language learning style, which she
terms beading, braiding, and orchestrating. Beaders learn words
incrementally, and internalize the semantic meanings of indi-
vidual words before they begin stringing them together.
Braiders, on the other hand, use an integrative strategy based
on syntactical relationships, and acquire the new language in
chunks or phrases, often without conscious analysis. Braiders
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can produce language chunks much sooner than beaders,
because they like to try out unanalyzed phrases in social con-
texts to see if they work, whereas beaders like to be sure of
their understanding of all the words that make up a phrase
before they attempt oral production. Orchestrators are
children who process the language initially on a phonologi-
cal basis. They listen to the new sounds and reproduce them
accuredy. Their understanding is based on a grasp of mean-
ing implied by intonation, and these children, like beaders,
spend a great deal of time on initial listening comprehension.
Orchestrators start with sounds, and gradually realize how
these sounds form syllables, words, phrases, and sentences.
They are dependent on oral models for their language learn-
ing. The implications for teaching are that no one method or
approach will be appropriate for every learner. Teachers
need to master many different ways of teaching the new
language, and they should observe and capitalize on the pre-
ferred learning styles of individual children.

What kind of linguistic models
do second language learners need?

Although the importance of language input to the learner is
obvious, it is only recently that attention has been turned to
the precise nature of such input. Krashen (1980) has proposed
an Input Hypothesis, which states that one acquires a second
language by understanding linguistic input that is a little be-
yond one's current level of proficiency. This understanding
of new items contained within familiar ones comes about
through using clues from the verbal and nonverbal contexts,
and through the learner's knowledge of the world and of
language in general. Input that is too far beyond the learner's
level will be heard only as noise, whereas input at or below
the learner's current level will not add to the acquisition
process. Another feature of this hypothesis is that language
acquisition is not based on analysis of grammatical structure
but on meaning. Therefore the input does not have to be in
the form of sequenced grammatical structures (as almost all
textbooks present it), but must contain meaningful informa-
tion at a level just beyond the learner's current ability.
Natural language contains sufficient repetition of structures
to present the grammatical information needed, and appro-
priate input provides these structures on a functional basis
that relates to the communication needs of the learner.

Although it is easy to understand why teachers should
provide the right k:,,J of input for their ESL learners, it can be
difficult to imple . ,t. One method is to tape a complete
le.-zon and then listtn critically to the language modeled by
the teacher. Is it nature: Is it meaningful? Is it useful and rele-
vant for children? Is it neither excessively simple nor exces-
sively complex, but aimed jusi beyond the children's present
proficiency?

Children need a great deal of language input, and it
should come from a variety of speakers. When the speaker
has something of mal importance or interest to communicate
the listener will make every effort to understand, and this
very effort will advz.....:r.." second language acquisition
process. Structured drifts that have no communicative func-
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Hon have little value in helping children acquire the new lan-
guage; useful and natural exchanges do. Other chilcit-o
naturally adjust their language to the neecls of the limited-
English-proficient child, and will paraphrase, repeat, slow
down, explain, or demonstrate in order to get their meaning
across. Teachers could well do the same.

What kind of second language proficiency is needed
for success in school subjects?

The setting for second language acquisition determines the
type of linguistic competence that is learned. Research on
second language acquisition in soiial situations has provided
information about the process of natural second language
acquisition, and has shown us the importance of communi-
cative competence. This type of process is largely uncon-
scious and is termed language acquisition by Krashen (1980),
who distinguishes it from language karning, which involves
formal study and application of the rules of a language. His
Monitor Hypothesis claims that the acquisition process ac-
counts for nearly all of a person's proficiency in a language
and that the learning process is available only as a monitor, or
self-checking device. He further claims that this monitor is
used only by those learners whose cognitive style pre-
disposes them to think analytically about a language, and
then only when a specific task demands it.

The implications of the distinction between acquisition
and learning, and of the monitor, are that correction of errors
and formal teaching of grammar are not effective for most
students.

Important as the ability to communicate in a social situ-
ation is, it does not provide all the second language profi-
ciency needed for academic success. Cummins (1980) makes
a distincHon between two types of language proficiency. The
first he terms BICS, or Basic Interpersonal Communicative
Skills. This is the ability to use language to interact socially
with others. This fluency is what most of us aspire to when
we study a second language, but for the person who must use
that second language to progress up the educational ladder,
BICS is not enough. The type of language used in school sub-
jects and for achievement tests is quite different from BICS,
and Cummins describes it as Cognitive/Academic Language
Proficiency, or CALF. This type of language proficiency is
related to basic cognitive levels and conceptual knowledge,
and for this reason it is highly transferable from one language
to another. Thus, knowledge and concepts gained in one
language, whether they be concerned with mathematics,
grammar, reading, writing, social studies, or any academic
subject, can be transferred to a second language just as soon
as the learner reaches what Cummins calls the threshold
level. Learners are at the threshold level in a second language
when they have acquired the appropriate labels to attach to
concepts already known in the first language.

The BICS/CALP distinction has many implications for
teachers. In language proficiency assessment, care must be
taken not to confuse testing results of a child's communica-
tive competence with that child's ability to handle academic
tasks in the second language. Learning through a second
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language should not be expected until children have satis-
fied two criteria: first, that they have reached the threshold
level in the second language, and second, that they have
acquired the concepts appropriate to their cognitive/matura-
tional level in the first language. For the ESL teacher, a grad-
ual increase in the amount of subject matter taught through
English would be beneficial and should be tied to what
children already know in the first language. Some subjects,
such as math, could be taught through the second language
sooner than others because their vocabulary is limited and
their nonlinguistic features aid comprehension. Emphasis on
literacy skills in the second language will provide children
with essential tools for transferring their first language CAL'
to the second language.

To sum up, we can say that four statements are borne
out by current second language acquisition research:

1. There are more similarities than differences between
first and second language acquisition.

Z. Social and affective factors and differences in cogni-
tive learning styles play a decisive role in second
language acquisition.

3. The appropriate kind of input is required for second
language acquisition to take place.

4. Second language communicative competence in
social situations does not guarantee success in
academic language tasks.

These four general areas of current second language
acquisition research are interrelated in many ways, and the
findings and hypotheses described work together to deter-
mine the degree of success a child experiences in acquiring a
second language.

What is the develrpmental sequence
for second language lea. ling?

The second language learning model (Figure 1) is a taxonom-
ic representation incorporating and applying several current
research findings. The basic structure is patterned on Bloom's
taxonomy, which describes six cognitive levels, each higher
cne building on the lower ones. Since Bloom's taxonomy
identifies internal mental processes, an identifier has been
placed next to each one desaibing the linguistic process that
takes place at each level.

1Knowledge: lowest cognitive levelmemorization,
recall.

2Comprehension: basic meaningputting elements
together in new ways.

3Application: functional use of language for commu-
nication.

4Analysis: receiving and giving information, putting
facts together, identifying main idea.

5Synthesis: looking beyond facts to find reasons,
making comparisons and inferences.

6Evaluation: using skills developed in Levels 1-5 to
make decisions.
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The line of asterisks seems to cot respon,l to CA n.
mins's threshold, that is, the level at which the lezrner knows
a sufficient amount of the second lanRuAge to be able tc
undertake academic tasks In it, The first three levels show the
processes the ',mild the Basic Interpersonal Communicative
Skills that are essential for social participation in the second
language. These are the skills that are acquired mostly
through Krashen's acquisition process, that is, through appro-
priate input.

The three higher levels seem to belong quite distinctly
to school settings, as they describe the kinds of skills that are

taught in the regular language arti curriculum, These skills
depend on developing the learner's cognitive/academic lan-
guage proficiency as postulated by Cumrins. Probably their
development requireS considerable re-*. Jus learning, In
Krashen's sense of the word. It may be Mae likely, though,
that rather than engage in conscious application of the Moni-
tor in acquiring these academic second language skills, the
learner finds it more economical to transfer previously de-
veloped CALP skills from the first language.

The next two columns describe the kinds of specific
linguistic tasks that the learner engages in at each level. In the

Figure 1
Second Language Learning Model

Acquisition/ sr juage Cognitive Linguistic
Learning ficiency Domain Process
Emphasis' Dimension) Taxonomy'

Acquisition Basic 1

Interpersonal Knowledge Recalling

Communicative
Shills
(BICS)

2
Comprehension Recombining

Learning

THRESHOLD

Cognitive/
Academic
Language
Proficiency
(CALP) 5

Synthesis

3
Application

internal
Language

Skills

Discrimination of and response
to sounds, words, and unana-
tyzed chunks in listening.
Identification of labels, letters,
phrases in reading.

Recognition of and response
to new combinations of known
words and phrases in listening
and oral reading. Incemaltrans-
!anon to and from first lan-
guage.

SOCIAL INT

communicating Understanding meaning of
wha: is listened to in informal
situations. Emergence of silent
reading for basic comprehen-
sion.

External
Language

Skills

Production of single words
and formulas; imitation of mod-
els. Handwriting, spelling,
wilting of known elements
from dictation.

Emergence of intertanguage/
telegraphic speech; code-
switching and first-language
transfer. Writing from guide-
lines and recombination dicta-
tion.

ERACTION

Communication of meaning,
feelings, and intentions in
social and highly contextual-
ized situations. Emergence of
expository and creative writ-
ing.

4
Analysis

,01

6
Evaluation

Informing

Generalizing

Judging

Acquisition of factual informa-
tion from listening and reading
in decontextualized situations.

Use of information acquired
through reading and listening
to find relationships, make in-
ferences, draw conclusions.

Evaluation of accuracy, value.
rpplicability of ideas ac-

quired through reading and Ps-
tening.

Application of factual informa-
tion acquired to formal, aca-
demic speaking and writing
activitice.

Explanation of relationships,
inferences, and conclusions
through formal speech and
writing.

Expression of judgments
through speech and writing,
use of rhetorical conventions.

'See Stephen Krashen, "The Monitor Model for Second Language Acquisition." In Second Language Acquisition and Foreign Language Teaching,
edited by Rosario C. Gnarl's. Arlington, Va.: Center for Applied Unguistics, 1978.

'See James Cummins, "The Construct of Language Proficiency in Bilingual Education." in Current issues in Bilingual Education. Georgetown University
RotsulTable on Languages and Linguistics 1980, edited by James E. Alatis. Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1980.

'See Benjamin S. Bloom and David R. Krathwohl, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook i: Cognitive Domain. New York, N.Y.: Longman. 1977.
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first column are those related to language competence, the
receptive skills of listening and reading comprehension. The
second column lists those related to performance, the pro-
ductive skills of speaking and writing.
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Obviously, by Level 3 the learner is highly proficient in
the second language as far as ability to communicate is con-
cerned, yet there are three more levels to progress through
before that learner can function successfully in an academic
setting. To make a rough comparison with grade level, the
second language learner at Level 3 is at approximately the
same level linguistically as the native speaker at the end of
first grade or early second grade.

The more years the second language learner is beyond a
second grader in age aryl cognitive development, the more
distance this learner has to travel in the three higher levels of
the model to reach the point of successful learning through
the medium of the second language. Of course, different
children can be expected to spend varying amounts of time at
each level, but it is obvious that the ten-year-old child who is
operating in ESL at Level 3 still is about two years behind the
native speaker in language proficiency. Recent Canadian re-
search shows that whereas the LEP child requires only about
two years to reach native speaker proficiency in BICS, it takes
five to seven years to reach a CALP level comparable to the
native speaker (Cummins, 1981).

At this point, the transferability of CALP from the first
language becomes crucial. If CALP has been developed to the
appropriate cognitive level in the first language, the transfer
of academic skills such as reading for information, making
inferences, writing logically, and speaking formally can be
transferred to the second language in a shorter period of time
through the medium of the second language.

In this model, reading and writing have been included
from the first level. It is assumed, of course, that initial read-
ing skills have been taught in the first language. Although
audiolingual methodology delayed the introduction of the
written language, cognitive approaches emphasize the fact
that different learner styles profit from exposure to all four
language skills from the beginning level. An additional
reason for the early introduction of reading and writing lies
in the importance of literacy to the development of CALP
and the ability to study school subjects in the second
language.

How can bilingual classroom teachers apply
these research findings in teaching
English as a second language?

Because second language learning is similar to first language
learning, teachers should:

F.xpect errors and consider them as indicators of progress
through stages of language acquisition;

Respond to the intended meanings children try to com-
municate;

Provide context and action-oriented activities to clarify
meanings and functions of the new language;

Begin with extensive listening practice, and wait for
children to speak when they are ready;

Avoid repetitive drills and use repetition only as it occurs
naturally in songs, poetry, games, stories, and rhymes.
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Because social and affective factors, and differences in cog-
nitive learning styles influence second language learning,
teachers should:

Foster positive, caring attitudes between limited- and
native-English-speaking children;

Plan for small-group and paired activities to lessen
anxiety and promote cooperation among all children;

Provide for social interaction with English-speaking
peers;

Vary methodology, materials, and types of evaluation to
suit different learning styles;

Build understanding and acceptance of cultural diversity
by disussing values, customs, and individual worth.

Because the appropriate type of i-put is necessary for sec-
ond language acquisition to take place, teachers should:

Ensure that they model language that is meaningful,
natural, useful, and relevant to children;

Provide language input that is a little beyond children's
current proficiency level, but can still be understood by
them;

Plan for a variety of input from different people, so that
children learn to understand both formal and informal
speech, different speech functions, and individual differ-
ences in style and register.

Because communicative competence in a second language
does not provide children with sufficient skills to study suc-
cessfully through the medium of that language, teachers
should:

Develop children's concepts and subject matter knowl-
edge in their stronger language during the second lan-
guage acquisition process so that later they will be able
to transfer these concepts to the new language;

Use the second language for subject matter instruction
when children reach the linguisHc threshold needed to
attach new labels to known concepts;

Initiate subject matter instruction in the second language
in linguistically less demanding subjects, such as math;

Emphasizt reading and writing activities in the secc
language as soon as children are literate in the first lan-
guage;

Realize that tests of cnrnmunicative competence evaluate
children's ability to ction in social settings, not their
ability to perform successfully in academic settings.
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Bibliographic Entries:
Learning
a Second Language

California State Department of Education.
Schooling and Language Minority Students: A
Theoretical Framework. 1982. Evaluation, Dis-
semination and Assessment Center, California State
University, 5151 State University Drive, Los An-
geles, CA 90032.

This publication summarizes a theoretical
framework that is based on the best and most
current information in the field of second language
acquisition and bilingual education.

The papers included in this publication are di-
vided into two sections: The first one contains
articles by James Cummins and Stephen Krashen
and discusses the theoretical foundations of first
language development, second language acqui-
sition, and the role of both in school achievement.
The second section contains articles by Dorothy
Legarreta-Marcaida, Tracy David Terrell, and
Eleanor Wall Thonis. These articles provide strat-
egies and techniques that apply the theoretical
framework set forth in th: first section.

Du lay, H., M. Burt, and S. Krashen. Language
Two. 1982. Oxford University Press, 200 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10016.

This book provides an extensive examination
of second language acquisition. The authors sum-
marize the most recent findings about learning a
second language; they examine the role of first
languagt on second language acquisition, as well
as effects of the environment, age, and person-
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ality. Chapter 11 (pp. 261-269) brings theory into
the classroom and offers teaching techniques that
apply the major conzlusions from the rese

Izzo, S. Second Language Learning: A Review
of Related Studies. 1981. National Clearinghouse
for Bilingual Education, 1555 Wilson Boulevard,
Suite 605, Arlington, VA 22209. (703) 522-0710
(800) 336-4560.

This cook examines the most important fac'ors
influencing second language learning: intelli-
gence, language aptitude, attitude and motivation,
personality traits, age, socioeconomic status, and
sex rectors of the learning situation are also con-
sidered. Some of the conclusions follow:

Intelligence influences second language
learning, but can be compensated by moti-
vation.

Students' attitudes toward the target language
and the attitudes of others around the learner
affect second language learning.

The inability to communicate effectively in
the second language results in frustration and
a loss of self-esteem.

The teacher is an important factor in language
learning.

The teacher must be skilled in the language
and teaching techniques.



The teacher must have the ability to moo thr
individual needs of students,

The amount of time devoted to le tht;

language is an important factor,

Krashen, S. D. "Language Acquisition and
Language Learning in the Late-Entry Bilingual
Education Program." Language Development in
a Bilingual Setting. 1979. Evaluation, Dissemi-
nation and Assessment Center, California State
University, 5151 State University Drive, Los An-
geles, CA 90032.

This article compares language acquisition be-
fore and after adolescence. Before the age of ten,
children acquire at least one language without overt
teaching. Around age 12 and coinciding with the
appearance of formal operations, the language ac-
quisition potential may be disturbed by feelings
of vulnerability and sclf-consciousness. Adult lan-
guage acquisition is characterized by the use of
both a subconsciously acquired system and a con-
sciously learned system. The author explores prac-

tical implications of these theories for the bilingual
classroom, He suggests classroom activities that
prowte language acquisition and learning.

Ventriglia, L. Conversations of Miguel and
Maria; flow Children Learn a Second Languave.
1982, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 120
Interstate North Parkway East, Suite 168, Atlanta,
GA 3019.

The author presents the basic steps in language
learning as observed in over 400 conversations of
children learninp English as a second language.
Emphasis is on the value of social learning and a
"naturalistic" approach to the acquisition of a
second language. According to Ventriglia, sec ad
language learning strategies are most effective when
children are given opportunities for linguistic in-
teraction. Every chapter in the book includes class-
room applications for linguistic interaction activ-
ities. These suggestions should prove useful to
primary teachers.
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Teaching EAraLgi9s
for Working With
L.EP Students

The feature article in this section outlines im-
portant instructional implications derived from the
research on second language acquisition and sug-
gests classroom applicationF of research findings.

The materials in this section include general
strategies as well as specific strategies for working

8 i

with elementary or secondary students, Some .1b-
liographic entries deal specifically with the de
velopment of reading skilk, since tile! ability to
read plays an important role in academic achieve-
ment.
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From Research to Reality:
Implications for the Teacher

The previous chapters of this book presented the research findings
available to date and extracted from them t comprehensive picture
of second language learning. This chapter goes the next step: to the
',riplied teaching guidelines. We do not prescribe a single teaching
method, but guidelines which may be personalized in different
ways. For example, one teacher might incorporate a silent phase
into the curriculum by having students write reronses. Another
teacher might have students act out responses or even .espond in
their lIrst language. All of these activities follow one guideline not
requiring students to speak in the target language before the, are
ready.

The guidelines are based on "basic" rather than "applied" re-
search studies. Basic studies focus on how learning takes place rather
than on the evaluation of teaching techniques. They describe how
learners behave, react and think in various learning situations.

Following are the major characteristics of second language learn-
ing that form the basis for the teaching suggestions to be presented.

1. There appear to be innate learning processors which guide Li
acquisition. We have called these the Filter, the Organizer, and the
Monitor. (Ste Figure 11-A below and Chapter 3.) The Filter and the
Organizer work subconsciously, while the Monitor takes care of
conscious processing.

2. Exposure to natural communication in the target language is
necessary for the subconscious processors to work well. The richer
the learner's exposure to the target language, the more rapid and
comprehensive learning is likely to be. (See Chapter 2.)

3. The learner needs to comprehend the content of natural com-
munication in the new language. Talk about "here-and-now" top-
ics, f( characterizes natural communication with child
1angu.6e le. rs; who usi.ally acquire native-like fluency in a short
time. (See Chapter 2.)

4. A silent phase at the beginning of language learning (when the
student is not required to produce the new language) has proven
useful for most students in cutting down on interlingual errors and
enhancing pronunciation. The optimum length of the phase ranges
from several weeks to several months. (See Chapter 2.)

5. The learner's motives, emotions, anal attitudes screen what is
presented Li the language classroom, or outside it. This affective
screening is highly individual and results in different learning rates
and results. (See Chapter 3.)
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6. The influence of the learner's first language is negligible in
grammar. It is significant, however, in pronunciation. Adults are
more prone to fall back on their first language; young children rarely
do. (See Chapter 5.)

7. Second language learners subconsciously organize the new
words and phrases they hear in systematic ways. The principles of
organization they use have their source in the structure of the hu-
man brain. The result of this human characteristic is the unifonnihj
and predictability of basic error types and the order in which cer-
tain structures are learned. (See Chapters 6, 7, and 8.)

8. Conscious learning and application of grammatical rules have a
place in second language learning, but their purpose is different
from the subconscious learning which produces native-like fluency.
(See Chapter 3.)

9. Relaxed and self-confident learners learn faster. (See Chapters
3 and 4.)

10. Learners who start learning a second language before puberty
tend to achieve greater proficiency in the language than those who
start after puberty. (See Chapter 4.)

11. Differences between children and adults may affect language
acquisition. Adults are more self-conscious than children, thus tend
to be less venturesome in using the new language. Adults are better
able than children to consciously learn linguistic rules and ex:ract
linguistic patterns. Sometimes this ability works to their benefit;
other times to their detriment. (See Chapter 4.)

12. Learnt learn most from their peers and from people with
whom they iaentify. (See Chapters 2 and 3.)

FIGURE 11-A Working Model for Creative Construction in Ly Acquisi-
tion

LANGUAGE
ENVIRONMENT

INTERNAL PFIOCESSING

-LEARNERS
EVERBAL

PERFORMANCE

First Lanwage

'An updated version of the chart on page 100, in Viewpoints on English as a Second Language,
edited by Marina Burt, Heidi Du lay and Mary Finocchiaro. New York: Regents Publishing Co.
Inc., 1977. Reprinted by permission.

13. Correction of grammatical errors does not help students avoid
them. (See Chapter 2.)

14. Certain structures are acquired only when learners are men-
tally ready for them. Exposing a learner to a structure does not guar-
antee learning. If a learner hears a structure very frequently, the
structure may be memorized as an unanalyzed whole instead of
being gradually incorporated into a productive system of rules. (See
Chapters 2 and 9.)

These fourteen major conclusions from second language acquisition
research suggest the following teaching guidelines.
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TEACHING GUIDELINES

1. Maximize the Student's .....posure to Natural Communica-
tion Natural communication means the learner is focused on the
message being conveyed, not on the linguistic form of that mes-
sage. This enhances the creative construction process and the op-
eration of the Organizer.

Classroom Techniques

Ask real questionsthose which you might ask any native-
speaking child or adult. For example:

Are you hungry?
Do you want some milk or juice?
Why don't you have your coat on?

Artificial questions are those whose answers are of no interest to
either the one who asks it or the one who has to answer it, either
because the answer is already known or no one really cares. For
example, What color is my blouse? Or (holding a pencil) Is this a
pencil? Or, right after having said His name is John, asking What's
his name?

Do not require more of a learner than of a proficient native
speaker. If a complete sentence is not grammatically required in re-
sponse to a question, do not requirn the learner to provide one.
One-word answers are sufficient for certain questions. For example:

Teacher: Is that your pencil? Student: Yes.
Or,

Teacher: What's his name? Student: John.

Insistence on complete sentences when one-word answers would be
use in normal conversation may result in students' English sound-
ing stilted and unnatural.

If you want students to practice using complete sentences, con-
struct questions that will naturally requi.e them. For example:

Why are you late?
What happened to your finger?

Neither of these is typically answered with one word by a native
speaker. A subject and verb are required.

* Respond to content when communicating with st.clents, not to
form. Do not correct pronunciation or grammar when students are
comnwnicating with you or each other. For example:

Teacher: Why are you late?
Stident: I miss bus.
Teacher: Why did you miss the bus?

Do not say No, say "I missed the bus," which will destroy the
spontaneity of the communication. If you wish, you might say Oh,
you missed the bus without drawing further attention to it. Correc-
ton should be limited to exercises where the focus is on the form

the language.
During communication, accept nonverbal responses as well as

responses in the student's native language at first. (You should not
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respond in that langLiage too, however. Respond in the target lan-
guage.) If students nod their "Pads or gesture responses correctly,
accept them and continue. This tells you the student has under-
stood you, but is not yet ready to communicate verbally in the new
language.

Encourage and create situations where your students can inter-
act with native speake ., of the target language. i students are
learning English in the U.S., make sure they interact with native
English-speaking students. If your students are learning French or
some other foreign language in the U.S., encourage trips to com-
munities or countries where the target language is spoken natively.

Do not do grammar lessons during communication activities.

2. Incorporate a Silent Phase at the Beginning of Your instruc-
tional Program As mentioned earlier, the silent phase is a time
during which learners listen and watch, and perhaps respond in
their native language or through physical activities. They are not
forced to speak a ..he target language yet.

Classroom Techniques

Do not force students to produce the target language during the
initial weeks of instruction. Instead, accept nonverbal responses,
written responses, or responses in the native language. If students
volunteer to speak in the new language, however, accept their re-
sponses.

Techniques used in programs that have incorpdrated the silent
phase:

" Adult students wrote their responses for some weeks, after
which they began to respond verbally (Postovsky, 1975, in a De-
fense Language Institute program).
" Students (child ana adult) acted out their responses during
the initial weeks, after which they began to speak the target
language (Asher, 1965, 1%9; and Asher, Kusido, and de la Torre,
1974). These findings have now been integ,d into a text which
provides rnany ideas and lessons for the silent phase of an En-
glish curriculum (Romijn and Seely, 1979).
* Students (child and adult) were allowed to respond in their
native language initially. After several weeks, students began to
respond in the target language (Terrell, 1977).

3. Use Concrete Referents to Make the New Language Under-
standable to Beginning Students A concrete referent is anything
or any activity which can be seen, hcard, felt or smelled as it is
being verbally described.

Classroom Techniques

Use demonstrable objects and activities as lesson topics. Most
teachers already use visual aids such as hand puppets and toys, or
they use activities such as growing plants, cooking, games, etc. when
teaching children. For older students, use science experiments, arts
and crafts and other interesting and demonstrable activities.

4. Devise Specific Techniques to Relax Students and Protect
Their Egos Relaxed students learn more easily. This is especially
true for adults, most of whom are anxious and nervous about mak-
ing errors in front of their peers. People who are in authoritative
positions in their jobs are especially sensitive to making mistakes
or sounding strange.
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Classroom Techniques

Have students invent new identities. They could pick a new
name in the new language and take on an identity (e.g a favorite
actor, a gypsy, a pc:iceman etc.) No real identities are known until
the end of the program. This reduces the students' fear uf ing
silly when hying to speak the new language. (This technlquf ias
worked extremely well in natural language classes for adults given
by The Natural Language Institute in Berkeley, California, for ex-
ample.)

Play baroque music softly during the lesson. (Great success has
been reported by Lozanov and his colleagues who used this tech-
nique to facilitate foreign language and other kinds of learning.)

Use comfortable chairs (Lozanov).
Do breathing and stretching exercises before lessons.
Do not focus on students' language errors, but on the content

of what they say in the target language.

5. Include Some Time for Formal Grammar Lessons for
Adults Many adults need to learn some formal gramma in order
to feel that they are indeed learning a new language. Some adults
can also consciously apply simple grammatical rules to produce sen-
tences in the new language.

Classroom Techniques

Include a regular time or a phase in your curriculum for formal
grammar lessons. The amount of time allotted should be small in
relation to the rest of the curriculum.

During grammar :mons make clear that you are now focusing
on the structure of Cie language rather than on communication.

Focus on low-level, easy rules, not complex ones, e.g. the it'slits
distinction is a low-level rule. When to put an apostrophe in its can
be taught. On the othe: hand, the definite/indefirdte althe distinc-
tion seems to resist explicit instruction. The rules governing the use
of a and the are so complex, they are not adequately stated in many
grammar books. This distinction will be acquired subconsciously,
if it is acqui, at all.

6. Learr the Motivations of Your Students and Incorporate This
Knowledca Into Your Lessons Knowing why your students are
in youi- Jass, and knowing with whom they want to associate and
like v-;iorn they want to sound will help explain their different suc-
cess rates and the domain of the target language they learn.

Classroom Techniques

Observe the peers with whom your students associate. and note
the language variety they use.

Accept speech that is different from what you have taught if the
learner's peers use it too. (It is a waste of time to do anything else.
The pein pressure is much stronger than that of the teacher or par-
ent.)

In order to teach students another "dialect" than the one they
are learning from their peers (if it is different from that you are
teaching), describe to the students the social situations in which
each dialect is used. Avoid value judgments. For example, if the
standard dialect which you are teaching is used to interview for a
job, say so. Students can then practice interviewing for a job, using
the standard dialect. If a nonstandard dialect is used among friends,
say so. They can use it during those situations. If students know
when to use each "dialect," there will be a purpose for them to
learn each.
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7. Create an Atmosphere Where Stude- f., /ire Not
Embarrassed by Their Errors

Classroom Techniques

Expect errors (See Chapter 7).
Do not focus on student errors el:, -Amunication.
Do not show impatience with errors.
Respond to the content of student t:rech, not the language forrii

they use.
Use role playing activities to minimize students' feelings of per-

smal failure when they make errors.

8. If You Teach Dialogues, Include Current and Socially Useful
Phrases It has been obr.rrved that second language learners pick
up socially useful phrases almost from the first day. With these
phrases, they can get around a foreign country and participate in
social activities.

Classroom Techniques

Observe and note the most common social interactions in which
the students are interested, e.g. games, introductions, working to-
gether, shopping, asking directions.

List the stock phrases that are always a part of these situations.
For example, for games: It's my turn; We won. For introductions:
Good Morning . . . How are you? For working together: What's that?
Do you want X? For socializing: Would you like to dance? Sure.

Build dialogues around such exchanges.

9. Certain Structures Tend to Be Learned Before Others. Do
Not .7xpect Students to Learn "Late Structures" Early

Classroom Techniques

Become familiar with the geneial learning order observed for
structures researched and presented here (Chapter 8).

Avoid teaching late structures early but feel free to use them in
your speecil at any p':sint in the instructional program.

You need not teach to the learning order. Familiarity with it
will help explain student learning patterns and give you an accur4te
sense of what to expect from them in so far as the learning of ba.,ic
English struc tu.es is concerned.

There are undoubtedly meny more 6-tiidelines and techniques that,
like these, work in concert with learners' natural tendencies to con-
struct the new language crea'.vely and systematic 'lv. If language
teaching builds upon these tendencies, both teache and learner
should find the second language experience exciting and produc-
tive.

10. Do Not Refer to a Student's L, When Teaching the L2 The
second language is a new and independent language system. Since
successful second language learners keep their languages distinct,
teachers should, too. No reference need be made to the student's
first language unless the student requests it.

Classroom Techniques

Avoid contrasting the L, and L2 when explaining grammatical
structure.

Avoid translation tasks as a major technique. Use only where
necessary to clarify meaning.
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Bibliographic Entries:
Teaching Strategies
for Working With
LEP Students

General
Maculaitis, J. D., and M. Scheraga. What to

do Before the Books Arrive. 1981. The Alemany
Press, Post Office Box 5265, San Francisco, CA
94101.

The authors have put together the results of over
30 years' experience working with limited English
proficient students. The material is especially helpful
to beginning ESL teachers. For more experienced
teachers, Macuiaitis and Scheraga have included
references and suggested places for units of study.
While the emphasis is on helr; r:" teachers,
teachers working with LEP st ,neir class-
rooms would find most activ ',1e for all
students. The sections desc: vities and
study units are especially heir ir classroom
teachers (pp. 29-80; 96-124).

Pflaum-Coi, ier, S., ed. Aspects of Reading Ed-
ucation. 1978. Mc Cutchen Publishing Coipora-
tion, 2526 Grove Street, Berkeley, CA 9704.

This is a collection of articles that address issues
in the teaching and study of reading. One of the
eleven articles included in this publication dis-
cusses non-English speaking children and literacy.

Sz,.tos, S. L. Teaching Mathematics, Science,
and Social Studies. 1972. Teacher Edition
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Packet 3, Series C. Evaluation, Dissemination and
Assessment Center, Dallas, TX 75204.

This module, part of the Series Bilingual Ed-
ucation Teacher Training Materials, presents the
content, methods, and materials for teaching
mathematics, science, and social studies in the
bilinral classroom. Of special interest to both
elenniary e secondary content area teachers

ct read. Reading 2, Unit II, which ex-
thu r Jr! -pts of tht '.ifferentiated lesson plan

tc env, e students of different learning styles
and Reading 3, Unit H, which sug-

gests ,,,eas for classroom learning centers to rein-
force social studies concepts and topics (pp. 177-
215).

Stricherz, G. Before the Bell Rings. 1982. The
Alemany Press, Post Office Box 5265, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94101.

Especially designed to be used with limited
English proficient students, this book features lis-
tening exercises to develop the skill of following
oral commands. The exercises are to be used "be-
fore the bell rings," or at any other time when a
change of pace is needed. The content of the ex-
ercises is varied and includes spelling practice,
working with letters, numbers, fractions and geo-
metrical shapes, and solving numbzr problems.

This excellent collection of exercises should
prove helpful to all teachers working with LEP
students.

,
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Thonis, E.W. Literacy for America's Spanish
Speaking Children, 1976, International Reading
Association, Inc., N. Irk, DE 19711.

This publication focuses on three major aspects
of the teaching of reading to Spanish speaking
children: the needs and strengths of different group .
of children from literate to illiterate, program al-
ternatives and methods, and the developmental
nature of literacy from the point of view of first
and second language literacy. It includes an in-
formal language dominance instrument and a list
of other available language measures.

Thonis, E.W. "Reading Instruction for Lan-
guage Nlinority Students." Schooling and Lan-
guage Minority Students: A Theoretical Frame-
work. 1981 Evaluation, Dissemination and
Assessment Center, California State University,
5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles, CA
90032.

The atohor discusses the factors that help or
hinder the development of reading skills in LEP
students, suggests program alternatives, and de-
scribes a variety of approaches to teaching reading
to LEP students.

Thonis, E.W. Teaching Reading to Non-Eng-
lish Speakers. 1970. Collier Macmillan, 866 chili
Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

This book describes the reading process from
the first and second language perspectives and
gives classroom teachers practical suggestions on
how to improve students' reading skills. Check-
lists to help teachers assess different aspects of
the reading process accompany most chapters. The
chapter entitled "Reading in the Content Areas"
(pp. 86-102) describes the specialized reading and
study skills needed for studying elementary and
secondary math, social studies, and literature.

Twyford, C.W., W. Diehl, and K. Feathers,
eds. "Reading English as a Second Language:
Moving From Theory." Monographs in Language

and Reading Studies 4 (1981). School of Edu-
cation, Indiana University.

This monograph aims to help teachers of LEP
students understand the reading process, the fac-
tors that influence the development of reading skills,
and the implications of research for the teaching
of reading of English as a second language. The
monograph includes articles under three major
subtopics: theory, rest:arch, and application.

Elementary

Allen, V.G. ' Books to Lead the Non-English
Speaking Elementary Student Into Literacy," The
Reading Teacher, Vol. 32, No. 8 (May, 1979),
pp. 940-946.

This article suggests ways in which thP ele-
mentary classroom teacher can help non-Fngiish
speaking students enjoy reading by offering them
positive experiences with books. The annotated
bibliorraphy includes books that help develop
concepts and vocabulary, picture books, infor-
mation books, and books to help students feel good
about their herhage.

Gainer, S.R. "At Home in Art." Childhood
Education. 60:2 (1983) 102-108. ACEI, 3615
Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20016.

This artirk presents ways in which the cultural
and langukc nreds of limited English proficient
students can integrated into art classes. The
author suggzsts strategiL s for using folk art, art
history, and children's literature to develop an
appreciation for diversity and help LEP students
feel comfortable in art classes.

Garcia, M.A. and J.G. Mena. The Big E. An
English Language Development Program for the
Primary Grades. 1976. Institute of Modern Lan-
guages. 2622-24 Pittman Drive, Silver Spring,
MD 20910.



This book contains a series of developmental
lessons w teach English as a second language in
a systematic and sequenced manner, The expe-
riences provided during the lessons are based on
the premise that language acquisition is a natural
process through which the learner creates and con-
structs language. The lessons introduce basic con-
cepts about self and the world to primary students.

La Raus, M., K. Andreasen, M. Feder, and M.
Wigman. "Some Suggested Classroom Activities
for the Content Teacher With Non-English Speak-
ing Students in Class. Elementary SIG News 111:3
(1981) 4-7, 12.

The suggestions listed in this article come from
classroom and content teachers who have worked
with limited English proficient students. The ac-
tivities are practical and feasible. Some of the
suggestions are general, others are designed for
working with beginning or int rmediate and ad-
vanced students.

Sosa, A.H. Practicum: Developing Oral Lan-
guage Proficiency Through English As A Second-
Language (ESL) Instruction. 1983. Evaluation,
Dissemination and Assessment Center, Dallas
Independent School District, Dallas, TX 75204
(202) 742-5991.

This is a collection of instructional games and
activities that reinforce listening, speaking, and
comprehension skills. The activities are intended
for sti.Jents .11 grades 1-4 who have intermediate
to advanced proficiency in English. Although the
activities are presented in the context of the ESL
classroom, they could be used by a regular class-
room teacher with all students.

Secondary

Cates, G.T., and J.K. Swaffar. Reading a Sec-
ond Language. 1979. Center for Applied Lin-
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guistics, 3520 Prospect Street, Washington, DC
20007.

This publication is part of the series, Language
in Education: Theory and Practice. It reviews past
practices in the teaching of reading of English as
a second language, discusses new strategies for
fostering reading for comprehension, and offers
guidelines for the selection of texts.

Robinson, H. A. Teaching Reading and Study
Strategies: The Content Areas. 1975. Allyn and
Bacon, Inc., 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, MA
02210.

This hook is intended for secondary school
LI. .)r1 teachers. The author discusses five ma-
jor aspects of reading: evaluation procedures,
readiness techniques, vocabulary strategies, com-
prehension strategies, and utilization tasks.

Of special interest to teachers of LEP students
are the informal procedures for assessing strengths
and weaknesses in reading and study skills. Sam-
ple skills inventories are included. The section on
Readiness Techniques is particularly useful, since
this area is not usually discussed in the context of
reading in the content fields.

Although the book was not specifically written
with the LEP student in mind, the author recog-
nizes that there are students of varied educational
and linguistic backgrounds in many classrooms.
He offers suggestions for preparing differentiated
lessons and assignments.

In chapters 6-10, the author provides strategies
for reading different writin2 "patterns" charac-
teristic of specific content areas.

TESOL Secondary School SIG Newsletter. Vol.
5, No. 2, Winter, 1983. TESOL, 455 Nevi ls
Building, Georgetown University, Washington,
DC 20016.

This issue of the newsletter focuses on reading
for ESL students. Included are a review of Un-
derstanding Reading by Frank Smith and strate-
gies for helping ESL students improve reading
skills.



Establishing Your
Resource Center

Here are lists of resources to start your collec-
tion. Included are basic ESL teacher reference
books and articles.

The National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Ed-
ucation is a major source of information for school
districts that need assistance in setting up programs
for limited English proficient students.

The ESL Information Packet and the Bilingual
Education Information Packet are invaluable start-
up sources of informat;on prepared by the Clear-
inghouse. These packets contain g;ossaries of terms,
an overview ot the field, references and suggested
readings, funding sources, and information sources.

The ESL Information Packet also includes lists
of public and private agencies, institutions, and
organizations which provide information about

programs for LEP students. The packet contains:
an annotated list of textbooks; a directory of pub
lishers; a section on teacher training; classroon
activities for beginning, intermediate, and ad-
vanced students; and a section on testing. These
packets are free from the Clearinghouse, which
you can ,-ontact by calling (800) 336-4560, or
writing tc
National Clearinghouse for Bilingual Education
1555 Wilson Boulevard, S ite 600
Arlington, Virginia 22209

The following pages list other resources you
will find helpful. In addition. other references cited
in previous sections of this Resource Book should
be consulted when selecting materials for the
Resource Center.

all



ESL Teacher Reference
Books and Articles

Allen, V.F. Insi,fe English, 1983. Regents Pub-
lishing Company, Inc., 2 Park Avenue, New York,
NY 10016.

This book is written for anyone concerned with
helping people speak, understand, read, and write
English. It attempts to show teachers how the
system of English works through selected gram-
mar structures. The "Comments" section in each
chapter explains the grammatical structures, shows
how to help students learn them, and tells why
they should be learned.

(It-Ice-Murcia, M. and L. Mc Iiitosh, eds.
r wcaing English as a J econd or Foreign Lan-

age. 1979. Newbury House Publishers, Row-
ley, MA 01969.

This is an introductory text about the theory and
practice of teaching English as a second language.
The book covers teaching methods, the four lan-
guage skills, grammar and vocabulary, needs and
characteristics of students. A f ,a1 section offers
practical suggestions for teachers.

Clark, R.C. Language Teaching Techniques.
1980. Pro Lingua Associates, 15 Elm Street, Brat-
tleboro, VT 05301.
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EstaLlishing Your
Resource Center

The techniques presented in this book are mainly
for developing communicative competence and
grammatical accuracy. However, suggestions for
reading and writing activities are included.

Clark, R.C., P.R. Moran, and A.A. Burrows.
The ESL Miscelany. 1981. Pro Lingua Associates,
15 Elm Street, Brattleboro, VT 05301.

This book is a comp.: .,,arn of materials for
ESL teachers and ESL curriculum developers.
Contents include ideas for lesson planning, lists
of grammar points, topics, functions and related
vocabulary, and cultural and linguistic informa-
tion.

Dacanay, F.R. Techniques an . Procedures in
Second Language Teaching, 1967. Oceana Pub-
lications, Inc., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522.

The introductory section describes the diffcl
ences between teaching reading in a second lan-
guage and teaching reading in the native language.
In addition, the book contains practical sugges-
tions for classroom teachers.

Krashen, S.D. Principles and Practice in Sec-
ond Language Acquisition. 1982. Pergamon Press,
Inc., Maxwell House, Fairview Park, Elmsford,
NY 10523.



This book sumnutrins current theory on second
language acquisition, and discusses applications
of research findings to methods of teaching kin-
guage and the selection of mint-trials,

Ovando, C. and V,P. Collier, Bilingual and
ESL Classrooms: Teaching in Multicultural Con.
texts. 1984 (in press). McGraw-Hill Book Com-
puny, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York,
NY 10020.

This book covers limited English proficient stu-

dent characteristics; politics and programs; second
language acquisition theory; mohods of teaching
language; methods of teaching math, social stud-
ies, and science; cultural issues, assessment; and
school and community issues related to the edu-
cation of the limited English proficient student,
This book will be published during the fall of 1984.

Single copies of the following mat-ials are free
from the Refugee Materials Center, U.S. De-
partment of Education, 324 East llth Street - 9th
Floor, Kansas City, MO 64106.

ESL Guidelines, Code N- 100-594.
These guidelines cover program goals, levels

of instruction, survival ESL, methods, and lesson
plans.

Klassen, J.R. Some Suggestions for Tutoring
Basic English as a Second Language. Code No.
100-824.

Includes dialogues, drills, and resources.

Lafayette School Cooporation and Indiana SEA.
Project ESL. Code Nos. 100-769, 100-770; 100-
771.

This project developed suggested ESL lesson
plans for Language Arts, Mathematics, and Phys-
ical Education in grades 1-6.

Nguyen Dan Liem. English as a Second Lan-
guage for Indochinese. Paper presented at the

TESOL convention, San Francisco, March 39,
1980, Code No, 100-581,

This paper explains some of the teaching and
learning problems of English for Indochinese,

Huu Vuong. Teaching English For Your
Vietnamese Students. Code No, 220-157,

This paper -ffers tips on teaching and getting
to know lnd, nese students.

List of Periodicals

Bilingual Journal, Evaluation, Dks.:mination
and Assessment Center, 49 Washington Avenue,
Camoridge, MA 02140.

This is a quarterly publication. Subscription for
non-federally funded bilingual programs is $7.50
annually.

Bilingual Resources, Evalultion, Dissemina-
tion and Assessment Center, C ifornia State Uni-
versity, 5151 State University Drive, Los Angeles,
CA 90032.

This periodical is published three times a year
during the academic year. Price per annual sub-
scription is $7.00.

NA --al, The National Association for
Biliu :cation, 1201 16th Street, NW,
Washili,,, DC 10036, (202) 822-7870.

This journal is published three times a year.
Membership in the Association for Bilingual Ed-
ucation includes a subscription to the Journal and
to the NAI3E News.

TESOL Quarterly. TESOL, 455 Nevils Build-
ing, Georgetown University, Washington, DC
20016.

Membership in TESOL includes a subscription
to this publication and to the TESOL Newsletter.
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Materials for
the LEP Student

This concluding section includes an annotated
list of textbooks and instructional materials for
teaching limited English proficient students. a list
of dictionaries and phrase books, and a list of the
publishers and distributors that handle thc mate-
rials listed. The textbooks and instructional ma-

94

terials have been identified by grade level, English
proficiency level of the target students, and the
major emphasis of the Content . An effort wv, .tadc
to include not only ESL I. eria b ,l.,0 reading,
math, science, and socif studies materials that
have been especially written for the LEP student.
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Title Grade Level English Proficiency Level Topic Comments:

dem. Secon. Begin, intermed. Advanced L. Reading/ flatn Science Social

Writing Studies

American Holidays

Refugee Materiff X

Center

Code No, 920-018

American Kernel

rgeni177rrerme-

diafi X

171170'Neill,

et al.

Longmans, 1978

America's Stor

y 1ernste1n X

Steck Vaughn, 1978

X x X R

This booklet explains holidays

X and Includes follow-up activi-

ties, Version Is free from the

Refugee Materials Center. Use

code number when ordering.

Provides opportunities for the

development of the four skills.

High interest. Reading selec-

tions are episodes of a con-

tinuous detective story.

Content Includes important

X R X people and events In the

history of th United States.

Language and !,tructures are

kept simple. The reading

level Is 2.3,

Basic Health Aids

"7-17Friortmices X x x

tEEDh, 19U1

Basic Skills

TIPmhTlibuse X X

17191) Fluters

CEBCO, 1974

Basic Skills In

Getfing Around X X

TED, 19/4

The 0111 of Rights

Refugee Materials X X X

Center

Code No, 420-019

The Bill of Rights

Refugee Materials X x X

Center

Code No, 420-015

97

X R X

X

Versions In English, Spanish,

Vietnamese, and Lao are avail-

able, Cambodian and Hmong

versions are being prepared,

These easy to use ditto masters

provide good practice for be-

ginners, Topics Include tell-

ing time, calendar, dollars

and cents,

These functional reading exer-

X clses provide good practice In

reading maps and following

directions,

Bilingual Laotian/English docu -

X ment. Version Is free from the

Refugee Materials Center, Use

code numbers when ordering.

Bilingual Spanish/English docu

X ment, Version Is free from the

Refugee Materials Center, Use

code numbers when ordering,
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Title Grade Level English ProfIclency Level Topic

Secon, Begin, Intermed, Advanced ESL Reading/ Rath Science sociii

Comments:

WrItIng Studles

Blology of Plants and

Animafi Cab BoOR

IFErWardlow X

Quercus Corp., Inc.,

1983

Category Cards

ve opmen a Learn- X

ing Materlals

DLM 1231

X

CItIzens Toda

y LA, Iákes, X X

A. De Caprlo, and

S.R. Randolph

Steck Vaughn, 1979

Citizenship, Immi-

gration, NaturaII- X X

zation

151TEle Press

The ClassIfIcatIon

Mgfructo/McGraw- X

HIll

X

X

Composition:

11101N-Erglish

'WNW uomposItIon X X X

Tioughton Mifflin,

1971

Crane Reading Sys-

tem: Facer Program X X

Irene PublIshIng

Co., 1981

X

X

X R

X

This Iab book focuses on Oser-

vatIon and study skIlls such as'

making and readlng graphs.

Thls game of cards is dIvIded

Into nine categories. Provides

an excellent way to develop

baslc vocabulary and

classification skills,

Covers all maln aspects of

X natlonal, state, and local

government, Enhances

vocabulary,

A bilingual Spanish/English

X publIcatIon.

Thls 48-plcture card klt

develops vocabulary In four

categorles: clothlng, fooe,

pets, and toys. ActIvItles

are self-checkIng.

Provldes for controlled compo-

sltion offing uslng basic

structures, Includes sample

compositions.

A total language approach spe-

cifically designed for ESL

students In grades K-9, The

system includes; Readlng

Readlness, Readers, PractIce

Books, Skill Booklets, Story

WrItIng Cards, Plcture and

Letter Cards, Reference

Library, Classroom Management

Guldes, and Teacher's Guide.



Title Grade Level English Proficiency Level Topic Comments:

Elem, Sem egin. Intermed. Advanced LSI Heading/ Math 'Science Wel

Writing Studies

Creative Story Students can select their own

starters topics for creative writing,

tia7Oiental Each page Is divided into

Learning Materials X X X W three sections: action, who

Set I DIM 1617 or what Is doing the action,

Set 2 DIM 1618 where the action Is taking

place.

Democracy In Presents a limited study of

Action by makes X R X various aspects of national,

TM Rakes, state, and local government,

A, De Caprlo, and
Includes a variety of good

J.R. Randolph exercises. The pre-vocabulary

Steck Vaughn, 1979 work-up section Is helpful,

Developing Reading Two good supplementary readers

SKIlls for intermediate and advanced

ITEMarksteln and X X R students. These books develop

L. Hirasawa high level thinking skills and

(Intermediate, reading comprehension,

Advanced)

Newbury House

Pub. Co., 1981

Double Action Cards X X X These cards' promote vocabulary

Addison-Wesley, Nul building and provide opportun-

ities for oral practice.

VILais are In black and white.

Easy Vocabulary X

blames by L. Schinke-

National Textbook

Co., 1983

Encounters, A Basic

%der Fimsleur,

IFIrEds.

Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, 1974

101

X

This Is a collection of 32

ditto masters which Include

a variety of gees that rein-

force grammar, writing, and

reading skills, Can be used

effectively with beginning and

Intermediate students,

This collection of simplified

Journalistic articles Is based

X R on life In the United States.

The reading selections are of

high interest. Reading coor

prehenslon exercises and other

exercises follow each selec-

tion,

102



Title Grade level English Proficiency Level Topic Comments:

E119,$h Acrobo the

-75-15F Ofgr

by M,M, Maggs

National Textbook

Co 1983

Elliish as a Second

tan ua -Stud

Skills

117,1. Yorkey,

et al,

McGraw-Hill Co., 1970

Eiem lecon. Begin. lofermed, Advanced E. Reading/ Math Science Social

Writing Studies

X

Book I Is a content area vocab

bulary supplement for the E.

R/W X X X beginning student. Books 2 and

3 present a variety of reading,

writing, and study skills ac-

tivities for the beginning to

intermediate student, An Im-

portant feature of this series

is the teacher's manual, which

outlines objectives and in-

cludes tests and separate

teaching suggestions for the

E. teacher and for the con-

tent area teacher.

Offers practical instruction 1

skills needed In the regular

X R/W classroom: nott-IWPP,

outlining, using tut :It,ary,

reading for different purposes.

En lish for a

a ii1naTorFd X X X X X

by R. Wardbaugh,

at al,

Scott Foresman I

Co., 1976

Stresses all four skills.

Exercises and content are

based on real life situa-

tions. Accompanying cue book

stimulates conversation.

Books 2-6 are geared to

intermediate students and can

be used for grades 5-9.

En lish for
Books 1-3 are appropriate for

nfTnaI caimuiiti- beginning-level students.

flon (Intercom X X X X R/W Books 4 I 5 are appropriate for

15's 1-5 intermediate level, Vocabulary

by R,Y, Yorkey,
and content are of high

et al.
Interest to high school

American Book
students, Functional reading

Company, 1978
Is Integrated Into ell lessons,

English Grammar for
Single copies ere free from the

Laotians X X X X Refugee Materials Center, Use

Wiiielaterials
code number when rrdering.

Center

Code No, 420-025



Title Grade Level Engllsh Proficiency Level

n erav vex

Topic Comments:

ea ng once el

Writing Studies

mOMWIi..MEW.Mmi Vogra,..yrmirio
The English Note-

These fundamental structure
liook

drills can be used for in -
Elena Books, Ltd X X

dependent study.
1981

English StepibiLlte.
Stresses vocabulary development

with Pictures
through pictures. Is sultable

171i.5, Boggs 1 X X X for Individual study.
11,J, Dixson

Regents Publishing

Company, 1980

The En lish
This series Is specifically de-

u a les X X X X X R/W slgned to help LEP students In
'by m,m, Paggs

the gradual development of
National Textbook

reading and writing skills.
Co., 1981

The series Includes throe

titles, each with three levels

(A, 8, C), The titles are:

"Building Vocabulary," "Recog-

nizing Details," and "Identi-

fying Main ideas."

English That Works
Functional job-reloted materiela-rrraT-1 X X X for use with Illiterate second-

by K.L. Savage,
ary students and adults. The

M. How, and E,L, Young
tasks are organized Into small

Scott Foresman
segments. There are review

& Co., 1982
lessons for each unit, Cul-

tural booklets In Spanish,
,

Vietnamese, and Chinese are

available,

Entry to English

Booksl-f

by KA, Beal X X

Steck Vaughn, Co.,

1982

Everyday English

Tiooks-1-

by D. Krollk & X X

B. Zoffran

National Textbook

Corpany, 1900.

X R/W

X

These basic skills workbooks

can be used with Illiterate,

students wlth Ilttle or 40 ed-

ucatIoe In thelr native lan-

guage,

The contents of lessons are

based on everyday life sltue-

tIons. Good vocabulary devel-

opment activities In relevant

situations ere Included In each

lesson,

1)b
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CO

Title Grade Lewl

ft.ftIONIM.11~0.411040.

English Proficiency Level Tcpic Cowentst

Expendingleading

AMC ANIMAd
giekstein

and L, iiiresaws

Newbury ilouse, 1917

First Ald

TEEtE17/81

First St t In

t.

I . Wield

Impury House Pub-

lishers, 1982

!ollt_ttCopla

Becoming a U.S.

citizen

The Government

and T6r

The Law end You

Follett Publishing

Ccepany, 1962

Fun With Arithmetic

Leisi

MIX, 1901 X

X

X

n4 A 0 t"rc

Writing Studies

X

X

R/W

X

empofty01101111M110110111111111111=0111

Provides reinforcement of basic

structures opcsbulary building

and guided reading practice.

ffIrop aingle-concept es)dules

In English, Cabodian, L40,

Spanish, end Vietnamese.

A literacy text for the adult

ESL learner, Reading wed

writing skil is are r ,st rit,d

in the context of I I y day sr

pressions and needs. Sound/

spelling petterns are first

introduced orally and later

practiced In tollow-up activ-

ities,

Mew aterials wore written

X fcr secondary students at 3,5

reading level, The readings

are short and are followed by

reinforcowent ctivit les.

Them ere good alternative

materiels for students who

still cahoot take social

studies mainstream courses,

This material reviews elemen-

tary concepts of numbers and

basic facts. Includes

language skills and vocabulary

development exercises.

Available in English,

Cambodian, Leo, Spanish, and

Vietnesese, Workbooks avail-

able also,



Title Grade Level English Proficiency Level Topic
Comments:

Elam, Seco% begin, Intermed. Advanced ESL Reading/ Meth '

Writing Ales

Fun With Arithmetic

Intermediate X

LIEDE, 1961

Fun With Arithmetic

Advanced

CLEOF. 1981

This set of four modules and
X X

workbooks Is designed to help

students acquire math skills

while !earning English. Top-

ics include prime and com-

posite numbers, prime factor-

ization, theory of sets,

divisibility of numbers,

Available In English, Car

bodlan, Lao, Spanish, and

Vietnamese.

This set of five student texts
X X

and workbooks Includes computa-

tion of fractions, mixed num.

bers and decimals, percents,

ratios, proportions, and expo,

nents. Available in English,

Lao, and Vietnamese,

Getting to Know My-

Thls record Is part of theSelf X X X
series Learning Basic SkillsPalmer Educe-

Through Ruslc, All recordstional Activities,

rii this series are excellent.Ine.

Go: Reading in

A skills text written to helpuonfentreas X X R/W X X X. students learn to understandby H,L. Herber

classroom textbooks. The stu-Scholastic Book

dent works on understandingServices, 1975

important facts and Ideas

through lessons In literature,

social studies, math, and

science. Excellent for use

with students who are getting

ready to bo mainstreamed.

Government at Work

Thls material Is fairly easy toby I?, LefkowItz & X X R X follow, The Teacher's GuideR. Uhlich

suggests follow-up exercisesJanus Publishers,

not included In the student's1982

text.

1 1



Title Grade Level English Proficiency Level Topic Ccoments:

tlem. Secon, -Begin. Interned, )1divanced LS. Rearg/ Matk gCleb Win

I Llke En lish

uoo s y

K, Gay & X

L, Hluchan Sintetos

Scott Foresman

Co., 1981

I Like English

Books 3 & 4 by

K. Gay & X

L. Hiuchan Sintetos

Scott Foresman

& Co., 1981

I Like En Ilsh

s y

K. Gay &

L. Hluchan Sintetos X

Scott Foresman &

Co., 1981

X

X

Introduction to

Algebra - Basic X X X

UWE, 1961

Jobs You Get

by R. Turner

Follett Educational

Corp., 1974

Ladder Games:

Sight Word build- X

ers.

Talopmental

Learning Materials

DO 600E

Language You Speak

by R. Turner

Follett Educational

Corp., 1914

lii

X

X

X

X

X

Writing SNdles

X

X

X

X

X

X R

X R

X

Emphasis Is on communication

skills, Presents good progres-

sion of skills, includes very

useful picture cards,

Attention Is given to all four

skills, Unit tests provide

opportunity for monitoring

students' progress.

Provides for increasing

mastery of the four skills.

Reading selections present

a variety of topics

and settings. .

This set of five student texts

and workbooks Is available In

English, Lao, and Vietnamese.

Provides functional reading

X material and presents prac-

tical, varied follow-up

exercises,

Includes two -Ifs of 26 word

cards, Can '.ed for a va-

riety of le.0 experiences.

Contains short, interesting

reading selections with

practical and challenging

exercises,



Title Grade Level Engllsh Proficlency Level Topic Commits:

Lierlicon. hg n. n erme vance ea ngrIraTliniirSZTEE--
Writing Studles

t711:10o0fit EnglIsh

X

by ,l'Inson.

Harper Row Pub, Co.,

1970

X R/W X

Stresses all four skills. Good

for concept development. In-

troduces basic vocabulary and

structures, Good math units.

Measurement
There are 21 modules In thls

CEDE, 19b1 X X X X unit, The materials develop

concepts and skills In length,

volume, time, mass, and tem-

perature. Glossaries of tech-

nical terms are Included In

the teacher's guide, Avail-

able In English, Lao, and Viet-

namese.

The Measurement
An activIty kit for upper eie-

Mission
mentary and middle school

CEEDE, 1961 X X X X students. Students apply

metric measurement skIlls In

ImaginatIve adventures In

space travel. Materlals

include Teacher's Guide,

student log book In English,

Hmong, Lao, and Vietnamese, an

audio cassette, and one II*

strip,

Mini Decks (set of 6)
Thls set of six packs of cards

Ut.t.K) X X
has a verlety of applications,

American Guidance
A teacher's manual Is not

Service
available.

Modern Short Stories

in English

Dimon, Edr.

Regents PublIAIng Co.

1971

X

My Country - The

GSA. X X

TrEnmith d

F,R, Lutz

Steck Vaughn, 1972

113

This Is an introduction to

well-known American authors.

X R The selected short storles

are of interest to the limIted

English proficient student,

Thls book will help function-

R/W X ally Illiterate adults and ado-

iescents develop reading and

writing skills while learning

soise aspects of the United

States and Its government.



Title Credo Level English Proficiency Level Toplc

tie& SiEn7-1Wg1Molit3177NRITTririllrolrffirk"TorcrNIT
Writing Studibs

Comments!

Ny

Flirr411171212-12y en ns and

Sobel ler

Scott Foresman

I Co. 1975

X

M PIctionar

byM.bnf oo X

A, Schiller

Scott, Foresman

d Co. 1975

X

Oxford Picture Dic-

tionary of American X

tngiisi 116nofilgual

tn tdItion

a nwe

Oxford University

Press, 1970

Passage to ESL

literacy by 0,M, X X

Lonfleid

Delta Systems, Inc.

1981

Photo Sequential

Ceds

IRNiTopmental

Learning Materials

DIM 0325

X

Play and Practice;

001fcafing Maifirs

National Textbook X

Company, 1979

Practical English

books i I i

by T, Harris

Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich, 1980

X

X

X

X

X

X R/W

X

X

Contains easy definitions,

Words are organized by catogo-

riu, Accompanying exercise

boo!, and answer key are

available,

Pictures end words are pr.

sented In categories, Th

classroom teacher can plan

activities based on this

dictionary,

The vocabulary Is presented In

the context of over 10 topics.

It Is alto available In an

English/Spanish edition, Pro-

vides for self-study.

This workbook helps older

Illiterate secondary school

and adults develop skills In

visual discrimination, sound

symbol association, sight word

recognition, reading, and

writing.

Full-color photo cards provide

for practice In sequencing of

events. Can be used with

5th or 6th graders.

This Is a set of twenty dupli-

cating masters containing

games and activities for ESL

students,

Excellent for a newcomer who

has studied English but needs

review of basic structures.

Culturally and ethnically di-

verse In content and Illustra-

tions,

116



11410 Grade Level

""''17tem, won.
Cogilsh Proficiency Levul Topic

gfir

WrIth %Wm

Profiles

lirrainents &

L, Burrell

Globe Book Company,

1971

Questions end

'FfI3ierri3iirmer I-

y , WEenOf

Regents, 1982

Reading and Con-

31ersitionv-

Abouf" the 1.S. , X

Its F te Its

s y

Customs

Mr& 2
English Language

Services, 1976.

Reading, Thinking

end writing

by m, Cawrince X

link, of Michigan

Press, 1975

Science Readings

for Stiaents of

tnosn as a

scond Lan ua e

y , I.ro

B, Walker Brown

McGraw-Hill, 1966

$ eak En lish1 X

y N. A, Corley,
J, M, Coyle, &

B. Ansin Smallwood

institute of Modern

Languages, Inc., 198I

111

X

X

X

711111.11.

Ii

X X R/W

X

X

X

ConvontS1

Contains short biographies

of famous Americans of various

ethnic groups, Develops criti-

cal thinking skills, Tho ma-

terlal Is of high interest end

Is not difficult to read,

Contains an excellent variety

of information, The format it

X easy to follow,

X

Contains excellent reading

end discussion material. Top-

ics include American life and

culture, geolrephy, government,

education entertainment, art,

sports, end music,

This Is challenging and

interesting reading material.

This general science reader

includes biology, chemistry,

earth science, math, medicine,

and space travel, It also

contains exercises for vocab-

ulary development,

Teaches survival English skills

to the adult learner.

1lb



1

title (Irak level (NI 1 th Prof( *cf. kW

""`""*""4*--"* In7lpturig:1446Tiir-
b I all es

P4M1110.P.O.r.~41"....

101;11 Muer

X

liThito of Mod.

dem Lenquopeto

1)79.

:

X

400011t111

-11r..!";."17.714,60M9,11.1t,

mr,11m.^.140,

Thlt meted'', It very pod for

hegionert who heed basic moth

vo(obelory to succeed In clot,

$ In and Sue Oro Sot ot now that con be ulod

k X X A with different levelto fach

(trd hat instruction; 0 the

hark.

Sle In 1100 11 This wiet or ;ix reader, con.

rv filet oupplontwy reeding

Nlitionil Textbook X A A 4 specifically designed fur ESL

Coo, 1900 studentt, Duplicating

matte% cassettet, and film.

strips ere available fct loch

book,

14r et on Lanoujra MI6 workbook 11 tO be uted I n

Tan NI conjunction with the Tor et oo

Ditlif-Church Child X X X

Center

Lan u Manuel end c

0 , e easily used by

e volunteer or eide, Activr

Ities stimulate language

learning through vocebuiery

development, classification

skills, following directionl,

end expressing ideas,

This it the Wily These six stall paperback

1 uo readers Introduce six actionti

Milcomentel X X R swim, run, crawl, fly, Pop,

Learning Materials good for early readers,

DIM 1429

Tutorette Pry!!! This series of audio card pror

lirdiganici A A X X X X X grass include language sester

cords In ESL, math, and sur-

vival skills for *adult le.

vets. Most prcyrems ere for

beginners or Intermediate

levels of proficiency,



cif tovul tnglish 0tol lc inky 14*

'Irafv7 110-A",rhtittgril4Viiktir117-Toilth1kifi11oW1
101114 n;itollox

MINOIVEVIITVEr,.VrnaMertrt...MT.,..-

l000tioth Confol

A

1171040000

Nocoilloo 4 Co,,

1911

0,Il Cooitithilox

tenter

Ccode No, 470117

011. Doclorotloo of

Iil
40100

Code No, 970-01,

00144 lixfot

NM Hates

o I.

Alodulooro Inc',

1919

X

1ho 11.1, In the X

*X101 iffriii

Vol. 1 The Rood

4"

Vol. 11 The Ols

Vol. III E calico

by K. and LA. Uve

Globe Bok Company,

1979

121

X

X

0

fflomoix;

those short storins ova wet:

llrelly propxred lot 110100

1110110 proficient studentx,

th4 selections 04 oi high

loinfost,

lillinguel Leptienrfnglith owcu-

X vont, *lion Is tree lua tho

Wog. betaflils WW1
1)40

(As Neter vhon woofing,

bilingual IpanithAngilth docks.

lot, Version lc tree fro the

lielogee Nitifiels Cantor, liss

code number when ordering,

tiox Ix 0 woposprotooilvo

0,S. history *book thot

provides soy opportooltloo

to rolnlorts coop% The

courage ot historical events

night be too extensive tor the

LP student.

Th.wU.5, hlittly textbooks

or written It the 1th grede

feeding level. The loOk4

provide good coprthenelon

questions et the end ot each

chapter, A teaching guide 1$

available,

12.4
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Title Grade Level English Proficiency Level

11118.1AMMIRIIIENI.r.

Toplc

Elem, Secon, Bi5117ritermed. Advanced tSI. Needing/ Math Sc16157011

Writing Studies

Comments:

Whitre Have You Boon

r"NirreFsr X

Bcok I--Prehlstor -

1rar o

Book 2 - -1620's -1660's

Book 3--C1v11 War-

NorfWorI

Book 4-1920's-1970's,

Amidon Publications

No date available

Words, Words, Words

Book 1 by 071'hiii.
and R.W. Markley X

.Regents Pub. Co

1961

X

X

WrIte! Ex loring

'Eng s or pea -

e7i7fliErrir X X X

gues
ITE-Mellgren &

M. Walker

Addison-Wesley,

1976

Yes'. En Ilsh for

hI mn,

13771
by M. Walker

Addison Wesley

Publishing Co.,

19f

Yesterday a, Today

in the 0:S.A.

TAW
Prentice-Nall, 1971

X

X

X

X

X 14

Written at approxlmately 3rd -

X 4th grade reading level, thls

high Interest U.S. history

materlal provides many oppor-

tunities to reinforce concepts.

The covenge of historical

events might be too extensive

for the LEP student.

These short, purposeful

exercises are designed to

teach vocabulary. This

book can be used as a self-

study text.

Relnforces writing skills

through everyday Ilfe toplcs.

The format allows for IndIvId-

ualized use.

Emphasis Is on listening, com-

prehenslon, and communIcatIon

skills. Teacher's Gulde pro-

vides lesson plans. Book C

Introduces writing skIlls.

These reading selectlons deal

X with important aspects of U.S.

history up to the present.

Good vocabulary and social

studles concept development

activities follow the readings.

1.



Materials for
the LEP Student

Dictionaries

LANGUAGES

Cambodian

Cambodian-English/English-Cambodian
Dictionary

Korean

Essence Korean-English-Korean Dictionary
Minjung Seogwan

Korean-English Dictionary
(pocket size)

Lao

English-Lao/Lao-English Dictionary
M. Russell

Tuttle-English-Lao/Lao-English Dictionary

Portuguese

Collins Portuguese-English
English-Portuguese Dictionary

125

PUBLISHER/DISTRIBUTOR

Iaconi Book Imports
300 Pennsylvania Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94107

Seoul Books
3450 West Peterson Avenue
Chicago, IL 60659

Seoul Books
3450 West Peterson Avenw.
Chicago, IL 60659

Iaconi Book Imports
300 Pennsylvania Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94107

Editorial Excelsior
15 North Market Street
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 293-3734 or 3735

Editorial Excelsior
15 North Market Street
San Jose, CA 95113
(408) 293-3734 or 3735



Spanish

A Beginner's Bilingual Pictorial Dictionary
Code #T01

Cassell's Spanish-English/English-Spanish
Code #MT001

Diccionario Abreviado
Inglés-Espariol/Espanol-Inglés
Code #VX126

Diccionario Bilingiie Ilustrado
Spanish-English
Vols. I, H, HI
Code #s TB6, TB7, TB8

Diccionario Inglés for Spanish Speakers

Diccionario Moderno Espariol-Inglés/English-
Spanish
R.G. Pe lay
Code #LA351

Mi Primer Diccionario Ilustrado
(Spanish-English/English Spanish
Bilingual Picture Dictionary)

The Random House Basic Dictionary:
Spanish-Spanish/English-English/English-
Spanish So la

Vietnamese

English-Vietnamese/Vietnamese-English Com-
bined Dictionary (medium size)
Nguyen Van Khon
Code #DN-004

Vietnamese-English Dictionary
Nguyen Hoa Dinh

Primary Word Book
English-Cambodian
English-Hmong
English-Lao
English-Spanish
English-Vietnamese

Bilingual Educational Services
Post Office Box 669
South Pasadena, CA 91030-0669
(211) 682-3456
(800) 423-3557

Continental Book Company
11-03 46th Avenue
Long Island City, NY 11101

Continental Book Company
11-03 46th Avenue
Long Island City, NY 11101

Bilingual Education Services
Post Office Box 669
South Pasadena, CA 91030-0669

Bilingual Publications Company
Post Office Box 669
South Pasadena, CA 91030-0669

Continental Book Company
11-03 46th Avenue
Long Island City, NY 11101

Bilingual Education Services
Post Office Box 669
South Pasadena, CA 91030-0669

Bilingual Publications Company
Post Office Box 669
South Pasadena, CA 91030-0669

Dainarn Company
1334 North Pacific Avenue
Glendale, CA 91202
(213) 244-0135

Iaconi Book Imports
300 Pennsylvania Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94107

Centers for Educational Experimentation,
Development, and Evaluation (CEEDE)
218 Lindquist Center
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, 10 52242
(319) 353-4200

126



Phrase Books

English-Chi fxse Phrasebook
(for Cantonese Speakers)
Cas;tte tapes available

English-Hmong Phrasebook
1981
Cassette tapes available

English-Khmer Phrasebook With Useful Wordlist
(for Cambodians), 1980
Cassette tapes available

English-Lao Phrasebook With Useful Wordlist (for
Laotians)
Cassette tapes available

English-Spanish (Cuban) Phrasebook, 1981
Cassette tapes available

English-Vietnamese Phrasebook
Nguyen Hy Quange
Cassette tapes available

Publishers

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company
120 Interstate North Parkway East
Suite 168
Atlanta, GA 30339

Alemany Press
Post Office Box 5265
San Francisco, CA 94101

American Book Company (see D.C. Heath)

American Guidance Services
Publisher Building
Circle Pines, MN 55014

Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

laconi Book Imports
300 Pennsylvania Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94107

laconi Book Imports
300 Pennsylvania Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94107

Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

Center for Applied Linguistics
3520 Prospect Street, 2nd Floor
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 298-9292

Amidon Publications
1966 Benson Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55116-9990

Barnel Loft, Ltd.
958 Church Street
Baldwin, NY 11510

Borg-Warner Educational Systems
600 West University Drive
Arlington Heights, IL 60004

Bowmar/Noble Publishing Company
4563 Colorado Boulevard
Los Angeles, CA 90039

1 2



CEBCO Publishing Company
9 Ku lick Road
Fairfield, NJ 07006

CEEDE
Center for Educational Experimentation,

Development, and Evaluation
218 Lindquist Center
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, 10 52242

Christ Church Child Center
8011 Old Georgetown Road
Bethesda, MD 20814

Collier Macmillan International
866 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022

Continental Press Inc.
Elizabethtown, PA 17022

Crane Publishing Company
1301 Hamilton Avenue
Post Office Box 3713
Trenton, NJ 08629

Curriculum Associates
5 Esquire Road
North Billerica, MA 01862

D.C. Heath
(Includes American Book Company)
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Delta Systems, Inc.
215 N. Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60004

Developmental Learning Materials
Post Office Box 4000
One DLM Park
Allen, TX 75002

Easy Aids Inc.
256 South Robertson Boulevard
Beverly Hills, CA 90211

English Language Services
5761 Buckingham Parkway
Culver City, CA 90230

Follet Publishing Company
1010 West Washington Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60607

Frank Schaffer Publisher
26616 Indian Peak Road
Dept. 46
Rancho Palos Verde, CA 92074

Glencoe Publishing Company
17737 Ventura Boulevard
Encino, CA 91316

Globe Book Company
50 West 23rd Street
New York, NY 10017

Hap Palmer Educational Activities
Freeport, NY 11520

Harper and Row Publishing Company
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022

Houghton Mifflin Company
One Beacon Street
Boston, MA 02107

Institute of Modern Languages, Inc.
Post Office Box 1087
Silver Spring, MD 20910

Instructo/McGraw-Hill
18 Great Valley Parkway
Malvern, PA 19355

Longman, Inc.
19 West 44th Street
New York, NY 10036

McDougal, Littell & Company
Post Office Box 1667-C
Evanston, IL 60204
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McGraw-Hill Book Company
1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

Macmillan Publishing Company
Front and Braun Streets
Riverside, NJ 08370

Melton Peninsula, Inc.
1949 Stemmons Freeway
Dallas, TX 75207

Milliken
c/o Kunz, Inc.
207 East Patapsco Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21225

Milton Bradley Company
c/o Chase Ile, Inc.
9645 Gerwig Lane
Columbia, MD 21046

Minerva Books, LC.
137 West 14th Street
New York, NY 10011

Modern Curriculum Press
13900 Prospect Road
Cleveland, OH 44136

Modulearn, Inc.
Post Office Box 669
1602 Hope Street
South Pasadena, CA 92030

National Textbook Company
8259 Niles Center Road
Skokie, IL 60077

New Readers Press
Laubach Literacy International
Box 131
Syracuse, NY 13210

Newbury House Publishers
Rowley, MA 01969

Newhouse Press
Post Office Box 76145
Los Angeles, CA 90076

12S

Oxford University Press
200 Madison Avenue
New York, NV 10016

Prentice-Hall
Educational Book Division
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Quercus Corporation
2768 Pineridge Road
Castro Valley, CA 94546

Random House
School I.)vision
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157

Reader's Digest Services, Inc.
Educational Division
Pleasantville, NY 10570

Refugee Matetials Center
324 East llth Street, 9th Floor
Kansas City, MO 64106

Regents Publishing Company
2 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016

Riverside Publishing Company
(Includes Rand McNally)
8420 Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631

Scott, Foresman & Company
1900 East Lake Avenue
Glenview, IL 60025

Silver Burdett Company
250 James Street
CN -18
Morristown, NJ 07960

Steck Vaughn Company
Po.,t Office Box 2028
Austin, TX 78768

University of Michigan Press
Post Office Box 1104
Ann Arbor, MI 48106


